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ABSTRACT
There is a growing demand for energy usage in the world, primarily due to increasing
economic activity. This need can be met by pursuing increased power generation. However
the impact of emissions from power generation sources on the health of human beings and
environmental continues to be a major concern. In order to maintain and enhance
environmental quality there is a need for the development of clean energy products.
A diesel aftertreatment device was developed at RIT to reduce particulate matter (PM) in the
emissions of generators and diesel engines by using the combination of non-thermal plasma
oxidation and emission catalyst technologies. The non-thermal plasma (corona discharge)
created by a high voltage electrode produces ionized gas or plasma in the charging section of
the device. Simultaneously gas atoms are excited, producing highly reactive O, OH, and NO2
radicals. These radicals oxidize PM to gaseous products including CO, and CO2. The device
has a low pressure drop compared with other diesel aftertreatment devices since it self-
regenerates and there is no accumulation ofPM in the system.
The scope of this thesis is to develop a numerical model to simulate the performance of this
diesel aftertreatment device. The model calculates the diesel exhaust conditions, plasma
generation condition, electric field, power consumption, particulate collection, and particle
removal. The model results agree with the experimental data, which proves that the model
can be used for system performance prediction. Based on keeping the same PM removal
efficiency and back pressure effects on diesel engine, a method was developed for system
scale-up or scale-down.
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CHAPTER
ONE
INTRODUCTION
Diesel exhaust is a common contaminant of air in urban and rural environments. According
to the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), human and animal
studies show that diesel exhaust should be treated as a human carcinogen. It is generated by
many sources including cars, buses, trucks, diesel generators, and earth moving and farming
equipment. The chemical compounds that diesel exhaust is composed of depend on the fuel
and engine, the presence of emissions control equipment, and how the engine is maintained
and operated [1].
People have already proposed and tried some ways to remove the particle matter (PM) from
the diesel engine. The major technologies are:
Ceramic wall-flow filter is a porous ceramic monolith with numerous small channels.
Alternate side of the channels is blocked so that the exhaust must flow through the
walls of the monolith. This filter is very efficient for removing particles. However,
this filter also creates a high pressure drop. In order to prevent the build up of
pressure drop, the collected PM must be cleaned offby external heat source.
Catalyzed filter is another kind of filter coated with catalyst such as platinum. The
catalyst reduces the temperature at which soot oxidation takes place to around 300C.
This improves the possibility of filter regeneration, but platinum is very expensive
and it is easily poisoned by carbon monoxide.
Fuel catalysis is another method, in which a catalytic material such as cerium or iron
is added to the fuel to reduce the regeneration temperature. However, there are
potential health hazards if such catalysts escape from the vehicle exhaust.
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Continuous regenerating filter is the fourth method. An oxidizing catalyst is placed
before the wall-flow filter. NO is converted to NO2, which reacts to oxidize soot. A
potential concern is conversion of fuel sulfur to additional PM by the oxidizing
catalyst. The use of low sulfur fuel will make this method more effective.
The fifth way is using auxiliary heat. There are various methods ofheating the filter
to enhance the temperatures for the regeneration, including microwave heating, and
added fuel/air combustion in the exhaust. These methods cost extra energy, and
contribute to lower system efficiency.
The sixth method is using non-thermal plasma to replace the oxidizing catalyst in
above concepts. The plasma converts NO to N02 without significant conversion of
S02[2].
The method based on non-thermal plasma almost has no pressure drop. Ehrburger, Penetrante
and Moon-Cheol Park [2-6] did some research on plasma treatment ofNOx and indicate that
non-thermal plasma can simultaneously remove both NOx and PM. B.M. Penetrante [4] did
experiments on the reaction between NO2 and carbon in various gas mixtures and found out
NO2 could be utilized for the oxidation of the carbon fraction of the particulates. Suzanne E.
Thomas [5] stated that a suitable designed NTP reactor, containing a packing material can
make the system more effective.
However, there is no modeling being done about the diesel aftertreatment system using non
thermal plasma. The scope of this thesis is to develop a model specifically to model the non
thermal plasma process. The chemical reaction is not included in this model, so the particle is
assumed to maintain a constant weight and size before it is oxidized. In addition, magnetic
field effect is not considered as part of this model. The fundamental methods of non-thermal
plasma diesel aftertreatment system, designed at Rochester Institute ofTechnology, are:
1 . PM laden diesel exhaust comes into the diesel aftertreatment system.
2. Apply high negative DC voltage to the discharge probe to create electric field in the
charging chamber.
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3. Generation of non-thermal plasma. Reaction ofNO with 02 to produce NO2 and also
radicals O, OH etc.
4. PM is charged and collected in the charging chamber wall.
5. Oxidation ofPM by NO2 and oxygen atoms produced by the non-thermal plasma.
This thesis will model these processes and calculate the system's PM removal efficiency. The
particle's charging and collection are based on electrostatic precipitation technologies. The
simulated results were compared with the experimental data.
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CHAPTER
TWO
BACKGROUND
2.1 Diesel Particulate Emissions Health Effects
The most readily identified acute non-cancer health effect of diesel emissions on humans is
its ability to elicit subjective complaints of eye, throat, and bronchial irritation and
neurophysiologic symptoms such as headache, lightheadedness, nausea, vomiting, and
numbness and tingling of the extremities [7].
Significant developments by diesel engine manufactures have greatly reduced the emissions
ofboth PM and NOx in recent years. Epidemiological and laboratory [8, 9, 10] studies have
linked health concerns to the diesel particle emissions and have suggested that ultrafine
particles contribute to respiratory diseases. The fact is that around one third of air borne
particulate matter in Europe of less than 0.1 micron diameter comes from transportation
sources [11]. Further, there is growing concern over the potential carcinogenic effects of
poly-aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) found in diesel exhausts [12]. The International Agency
for Research on Cancer has classified diesel engine exhaust as possibly carcinogenic to
humans and, more recently, the California Air Resources Board has issued similar warnings
[13].
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2.2 EPA Rules and Guidelines
There are two sets of standards, Tier 1 and Tier 2 [14], have been defined for light-duty
vehicles in the Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) of 1990. The Tier 1 regulations were
published as a final rule on June 5, 1991 and fully implemented in 1997. The Tier 2 standards
were adopted on December 21, 1999, to be phased-in beginning in 2004.
Table 1 shows the EPA tier 1 standards for passenger cars and light-duty trucks. FTP 75
stands for federal test procedure 75, which is used for car and light truck's emission testing.
There are other types of testing procedures. For examples, US06 cycle is used to measure
emissions during aggressive highway driving, and SC03 cycle is used to measure the
emissions while the vehicle's air conditioning is running.
Table 1 : EPA tier 1 emission standards
(For Passenger Cars and Light-Duty Trucks, FTP 75, g/mi)
Category 50,000 miles/5 years 100,000 miles/10
years1
THC NMHC CO NOx NOx PM THC NMHC CO NOx NOx PM
diesel gasoline diesel gasoline
Passenger
cars
0.41 0.25 3.4 1.0 0.4 0.08 - 0.31 4.2 1.25 0.6 0.10
LLDT, LVW
<3,750 lbs
- 0.25 3.4 1.0 0.4 0.08 0.80 0.31 4.2 1.25 0.6 0.10
LLDT, LVW
>3,750 lbs
- 0.32 4.4 - 0.7 0.08 0.80 0.40 5.5 0.97 0.97 0.10
HLDT,
ALVW
<5,750 lbs
0.32 4.4 0.7 0.80 0.46 6.4 0.98 0.98 0.10
HLDT,
ALVW
>5,750 lbs
0.39 ~ 5.0 1.1 - 0.80 0.56 7.3 1.53 1.53 0.12
1 - Useful life 120,000 miles/1 1 years for all HLDT standards and for THC standards for LDT
Abbreviations:
LVW - loaded vehicle weight (curb weight + 300 lbs)
ALVW - adjusted LVW (the numerical average ofthe curb weight and the GVWR)
LLDT - light light-duty truck (below 6,000 lbsGVWR)
HLDT - heavy light-duty truck (above 6,000 lbs GVWR)
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Table 2 shows the EPA tier 2 standards. Tier 2 standards are more stringent than the tier 1
standards. Tier 2 are structured to 8 permanent certification bins and 3 temporary
certification bins. Vehicle-makers have the choice to have particular vehicle certify any of
these bins. However, the average NOx emissions of the entire vehicles sold by each car
maker will have to meet the average NOx standard of 0.07 g/mi. This means car-makers will
have to sell several small vehicles in order to sell a big luxury vehicle.
Table 2: Tier 2 emission standards, FTP 75, g/mi
Bin# 50,000 miles
MDPVC
10a,b,d,f
3a,b,e
0.125
(0.160)
0.075
(0.140)
3.4
(4.4)
3.4
0.4
0.2
0.100
(0.125)
0.075
0.075
0.075
3.4 0.14
7 3.4 0.11
6 3.4 0.08
5 3.4 0.05
4
3
2
1
*
- average manufacturer fleet NOx standard is 0.07 g/mi
120,000 miles
HCHO NMOG CO NOx* PM HCHO
Temporary'Bins
0.280 7.3 0.9 0.12 0.032
0.015 0.156 4.2 0.6 0.08 0.018 (0.027)
(0.018) (0.230) (6.4)
0.015 0.090
(0.180)
4.2 0.3 0.06 0.018
Permanent Bins
0.015 0.125
(0.156)
4.2 0.20 0.02 0.018
0.015 0.090 4.2 0.15 0.02 0.018
0.015 0.090 4.2 0.10 0.01 0.018
0.015 0.090 4.2 0.07 0.01 0.018
- 0.070 2.1 0.04 0.01 0.011
- 0.055 2.1 0.03 0.01 0.011
- 0.010 2.1 0.02 0.01 0.004
_ 0.000 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.000
a - Bin deleted at end of2006model year (2008 for HLDTs)
b - The higher temporaryNMOG, CO and HCHO values apply only to HLDTs and expire after 2008
c - An additional temporary bin restricted to MDPVs, expires after model year 2008
d - Optional temporaryNMOG standard of0.195 g/mi (50,000) and 0.280 g/mi (120,000) applies for qualifying LDT4s and MDPVs only
e - Optional temporary NMOG standard of0.100 g/mi (50,000) and 0.130 g/mi (120,000) applies for qualifying LDT2s only
f - 50,000 mile standard optional for diesels certified to bin 10
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2.3 Corona Discharge
When the electric field strength at a point in space exceeds a critical value, ionization will
occur and electrons will be set in motion. The critical electric field strength value required for
flow is called the starting electric field strength. The process of discharge depends strongly
upon the geometry of the electrodes where the discharge starts and the nature of the medium
throughwhich it develops.
There are three kinds of discharges. They are corona discharge, spark discharge, and brush
discharge. The best-known type of electric discharge is the spark. It is the discharge between
insulated, charged conductor, and ground or between two conductors at different potentials
when either conductor has sharp points or protrusions. The spark discharge has the
characteristics of a narrow discharge path with high-energy density (energy available in
specific volume). It is the strongest one in all types of discharges. Brush discharge takes
place between a small electrode (radius of curvature in the order ofmillimeters) and ground.
It is characterized bymoving irregular luminescent discharge paths.
Corona discharge is also named silent discharge. If a conducting electrode in the shape of a
sharp point or a thin wire is held at a sufficiently high potential, the breakdown field strength
may be exceeded in a region within a few millimeters around the electrode. In the ionization
region, positive and negative ions will be formed and ions of opposite polarity to the
electrode voltage will be attracted toward the electrode, where they will be neutralized. The
major features of corona discharge are the extreme limited region of ionization and the low
energy density, which makes it impossible to ignite even the most flammable gas mixture
[15].
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2.4 Plasma Technology
Plasma is partially ionized gas in which some or all of the electrons in the outer atomic
orbital have become separated from the atom. It is comprised of a charge neutral mixture of
atoms, molecules, free radicals, ions and electrons. The presence of these free radicals and
electrons causes the plasma to be an extremely active medium. Plasma is generally produced
through the application of an electric field to a gas which first generates and then accelerates
electrons. The electrons impact with neutral species in the gas causes ionization and
dissociation. This is an avalanche process and leads to free radical generation.
Plasma is the fourth state ofmatter. It is distinct from the three lower-energy phases ofmatter
(solid, liquid, and gas). There are two categories of plasma: one is hot plasma or thermal
plasma, the other is cold plasma or non-thermal plasma. The sun is an example ofhot plasma.
In thermal plasma, rapid collision redistribution of input energy ensures that a thermal
equilibrium is established between all the plasma constituents. Very high temperatures are
generated by very high input power, input power being essentially converted into heat [16].
Non-thermal plasma is one where only a small fraction of the atoms in a gas are ionized, and
the electrons reach a very high temperature, but the ions remain at the ambient temperature.
The input energy is converted into electron energy. The plasma is created by using a very
high electric field to accelerate electrons which ionize the atoms. A household fluorescent
lamp is an example. The electron temperatures can reach 11,000C while the background gas
temperatures remain around 40C. Non-thermal plasma requires a much lower power input to
be sustained.
2.5 Plasma Chemistry and Particle Oxidization
The gaseous radicals, such as N02, O, OH, can be produced by non-thermal plasma from
naturally occurring species such as NO, 02, H20 and from hydrocarbons in the diesel exhaust.
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The gas phase chemistry is initiated by the production of oxygen atoms. Bryce Rampersad's
thesis [17] indicated that radicals in the diesel exhaust are typically produced by the
following reactions:
1. 02+e->0 + 0 + e
NO + O +M ->N02+M
NO +02^0 + N02
2. H20 + e^OH +H + e
HNO, +M -+N02+OH +M
where N02 radicals are produces in reactions 2, 3 and 5 and OH radicals are produced in
reactions 4 and 5. M represents the catalyst. Reaction 1 shows the formation of O directly
through disassociation by an electron produced in the NTP (Non-thermal plasma). Reactions
4 and 5 occur above 250Co
Some important overall reactions ofparticle oxidation are as following [2, 3]:
3. C + 2N02 -> C02 + 2NO
4. C + N02 -+CO + NO
5. C +O^-CO
6. C + OH -^CO + l/2H2
Here, reactions 6 and 7 occur readily even at room temperature. We can expect that particles
will be oxidized if they remain in the plasma region for a long enough time. Therefore we
assume that all the particles are oxidized to gaseous form by the plasma chemistry.
19
CHAPTER
THREE
METHODOLOGYANDANALYSIS
3.1 Determination of the Electric Field
3.1.1 Model simplification
Raw gas Clean gas
Grounded charging chamber
Discharge probe
2r with high voltage
4 L ?
< Lp * /
H 7^
Figure 1: Corona discharge chamber
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Figure 1 shows the diagram of the corona discharge (CDD) diesel aftertreatment system's
charging chamber together with a discharge probe assembled coaxially. The charging
chamber is made from stainless steel and is grounded.
Charging Chamber Wall
Discharge
Probe
Figure 2: Electric field distribution in the system
Assume discharge probe and charging chamber is infinitely long. Figure 2 illustrates a
section view of the electric field distribution when a voltage applied to the corona probe.
Therefore we can assume the electric field along the discharge probe is uniform and it only
changes in the radius direction. This will allow us to simplify the model to one dimensional.
The definition ofelectric field E (V/m) in terms of the scalar potential or voltage V (V) is
E = -VV 1.
The electric field is also related to the charge density
V.E=P-
Where p (C/m3) is the charge density and e (F/m) is the permittivity of the medium.
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Therefore the potential is related to the charge density by Poisson's equation
VVF = V2F =
The permittivity can be expressed as
ksn 4.
where So is the permittivity in free space (8.85
*10"12
F/m) and k (dimensionless) is the
relative dielectric constant of the medium [18]. The relative dielectric constant k varies from
1 to infinity depending on the medium. For gas at room conditions (latm and 20C), k
usually can be just taken as 1 . Diesel exhaust is a mixture gas and its dielectric constant will
be discussed in the section 3.5.1.
V=0
Figure 3: Sketch of the cross-section of the system
Figure 3 is the cross-section view of the corona discharge system. Discharge probe's radius is
ra, charging chamber radius is rb, and the corona region's radius is ro.
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In a one dimensional cylindrical coordinate system, E = E(r)f , equations 1 and 2 can be
simplified to
and
x-tW=t-
r ar kso
The electric field within the electrode system is dependent on the space charge density ( p )
in the inter-electrode space, which is the space between the discharge probe and charging
chamber. Substituting equation 5 into equation 6, results in:
d2V \dV p n
- + + -J = 0
dr r dr ks
where r is the radial distance from center of discharge probe, V is the potential at the point
with radial distance r to the center.
3.1.2 Electric field calculation
In the non-thermal plasma diesel aftertreatment system, corona discharge cannot be initiated
if the electric field strength is below a certain level. For the case where there is no current
flow through the inner space, the current density (p ) is zero, and Equation 7 simplifies to:
^ +I^ = 0 8.dr r dr
This equation can be rewritten as
23
1 d f dV^
r dr
r
K dr j
= 0
and integrated:
dV
r
dr
= c 10.
where, c is a constant. Using the fact that the potential of the charging chamber is constant
since is grounded, apply the boundary conditions at r= ra and r= rb , where ra is the radius of
the discharge probe and rb is the radius of the charging chamber:
V=V0atr=ra,
V=0atr=rA,
and integrating equation 10:
v=0 r=rb
\dv = c j dr 11.
v=V r=r
That is
0-V = c \d\nr = c(ln rb - In ra ) = c In rb I ra 12.
so
V = -c\nrb/ra 13.
In addition substitute the Equation 5 to the Equation 10, we get
c = -Er 14.
Substituting this to the Equation 13, we get
24
V = Erlnrb I ra 15.
The field magnitude E at any radius (r) within the cylinder can be expressed as
E(r) =
rHrJra)
16.
where V is the applied voltage, ra is the radius of the discharge electrode (or it could be the
equivalent radius if the discharge electrode is non-wire geometry), and rb is the radius of
charging chamber.
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Figure 4: Electric field in the charging section without corona
Figure 4 shows the electric field distribution with 3 kV DC voltage applied on the discharge
probe. The discharge electrode has a radius ra 0.001 meter, and the charging chamber radius
rb is 0.0381 meter. The calculation was based on equation 16. Because this electric field is
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lower than the corona starting electric field, which is the minimum electric field to start the
gas ionization, the electric field cannot initiate non-thermal plasma.
As the applied voltage increases, the electric field around the discharge probe will also
increase until localized breakdown of the gases occurs and an electrical current begins to
flow.
The current density j in any region of the space in the charging chamber can be given by:
j = 17.
2m
Where i is the current density in the unit of ampere per meter and r is the radial distance to
the center of the probe. It can be expressed as:
The space charge density can be determined from the relationship between an electrical
current density (j) and electric field (E). For the special case of a single current transport
species (ions, free electrons, or charged particles) the current density in any region of space
can be expressed in terms of electric field, carrier mobility (b), and space charge density p
[19]
j = pbE 18>
The space charge density is then expressed as:
P~~bE 19.
Ifmultiple charge carriers are present, the solution is still possible by using an equivalent or
effective mobility [19].
Substituting equations 5, 17, 19 into the Poisson's equation, equation 7, gives the following
equation:
26
dr 27tksb
= 0 20.
The way to define the equivalent mobility b ofdiesel engine exhaust is in section 3.5.2.
In order to solve for the electric field in the inter-electrode space, we need to integrate
equation 20, rewrite as
4A
2 dr 27iksb -(A
21.
Rewrite again the equation
E2-
27ikeob j
(A-
dr_
r
27iksb
22.
so,
In
27iksob j
= -2 (lnr + lnc) = -21n(cr) = In
f 1 N
2 2
\c r J
23.
or
E2
= +
1
27iksnb c A
24.
where c is a constant of integration. Rewrite the expression of electric field strength (E),
define c=l/C
E = +
c-
27ik.E0b r~
25.
where C is a constant of integration.
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This integration requires a boundary condition for the solution. The boundary condition is
that the electric field strength at the surface of the corona glow region is equal to the corona
onset field strength ( Ec ), which is the minimum electric field to initiate a corona discharge
[19]. According to the references [17, 20, 21] the corona glow radius can be assumed to be
approximately equal to the discharge probe radius, which is much smaller than the charging
chamber's radius. Thus, the constant of integration can be determined from equation 25 by
letting r= r0 and E=Ec , where r0 is the radius of corona region, so that
C2
= rl
27iksQb j
26.
Utilizing the above value for the constant of integration, Equation 25 becomes:
E =
r F (
+
27iksb
\
1"\
v
r
J
27.
From equation 27, the electric field strength decreases along the radius of charging section.
Once the electric field is determined, the potential difference V can then be calculated. The
potential difference V is determined by the integration of electric field within the entire inter-
electric space:
' ~'b
V= \E{r)dr 28.
Substituting Equation 27 into Equation 28 and taking the integral gives the following
equation, where the corona onset voltage (Vc), the minimum voltage to initiate a corona
discharge on the probe, was used as a boundary condition. The integration is from the surface
of the corona probe ( r = ra ) to the surface of the charging chamber ( r = rb ), and we get
28
V = v+-
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Having Equation 29, we can obtain the electric field distribution.
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Figure 5: Electric field in the charging section with corona
Figure 5 is the plot of electric field at 30 kV DC voltage applied on the discharge probe. For
this case, the corona has been initiated. Compared with Figure 4, at the point 0.005 meter
away from the center, the electric field in Figure 4 is 1.7E+5 V/m, and 1.2E+6 V/m in the
Figure 5. What's more, the minimum electric field in Figure 5 is much higher than the
minimum electric field in Figure 4. It can be concluded that the electric field with corona
discharge is stronger than the electric field without corona discharge.
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The electric field in the inter-electrode space serves a three-fold purpose as shown in Figure
6:
First, a high electric field near the probe with a small radius of curvature causes the
generation ofthe charging ions in an electrical corona;
Second, the field provides the driving force that causes these ions to collide with the particles
and also transfer their charge to the particles;
Third, it establishes the force necessary for collection of the charged particles.
Charging %h
i 4-44
Inter-e ectrode space
rB Collecting LX-
1 <)mh
i -
icle free zone^ Discharge
Probe
t
XT
Figure 6: Particles are charge and collected in a negative corona electric field
As a result, a stronger electric field results in a more powerful system which is able to reduce
the soot from diesel engine.
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3.2 Corona Initiating Field
The electrical field required to start a continuous ionization process depends on the ionization
energies of the gas species and the mean free path between collisions [19]. Because the mean
free path is related to the gas state, the corona initiation field strength will be a function of
gas density. The electric field at which corona begins was studied by Peek [20]. He has
proposed a semi-empirical expression for the corona initiation electric field Ec in the unit of
volt permeter.
Ec = 3x\tfm(8 + 0.03^3/ ra) 30.
where the wire radius ra is expressed in meter, m is the dimensionless roughness factor,
which indicates the roughness of the discharge electrode (m=l for smooth surfaces and m<l
for rough surfaces, its determination will be discussed in section 3.4), and 5 is the relative
density of air, defined as
8 = {TJT\PIP0) 31.
where
P = the pressure of the air, atm
T = the temperature of the air, K
T0=293K
P0 = 1 atm
Equation 30 shows that increasing discharge probe radius will lower the starting ionization
electric field. That also means the corona is easier to be created. Also with a rough discharge
electrode, it is easier to initiate a corona than with a smooth electrode.
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Figure 7: Corona initiating field vs operational temperature
Figure 7 shows the effect of temperature change on the corona initiating electric field. The
corona starting electric field drops as the temperature rises. This means that the corona is
easier to be generated at higher temperature.
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Figure 8: Corona initiating field vs operation pressure
Figure 8 shows that the corona initiating electric field strength with varying pressure at
constant temperature. The initiating electric field Ec raises as the pressure increases.
However, increasing back pressure is not a good way for NTP system because a higher back
pressure can cause problems for the engine.
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3.3 Corona Onset Voltage
Corona onset voltage is the minimum voltage that can start the corona discharge on the
probe. The initiation voltage is given byWhite [19] as:
Vc=Ec-ra-\nrb/ra 32.
where, ra is the radius or equivalent radius of the corona discharge probe. rb is the radius of
the charging chamber. Substituting Equation 32 into Equation 34, the onset voltage can also
be expressed as
Vc = 3x\06ram(S + 0.03^S/ra)-lnrb/ra 33.
where, m is wire roughness factor, dimensionless
The onset voltage can be obtained experimentally. Increase the applied voltage gradually
until some orange spots can be observed from the discharge probe. Those spots are the places
where corona discharge initiates.
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Figure 9: Corona onset voltage vs discharge electrode radius
Figure 9 and the following Figure 10 represent the corona onset voltage changes with various
discharge electrode radius ra and charging chamber radius rb respectively. From Figure 9, we
can see the corona onset voltage increases dramatically with increasing the discharge
electrode size in the beginning and it drops after ra is larger than 0.013. This means that a
system with smaller discharge radius will be easier to initiate the NTP.
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Figure 10: Corona onset voltage vs charging chamber radius
Figure 10 shows the relationship between corona onset voltage and charging chamber size. A
bigger charging chamber requires higher onset voltage to initiate the corona.
3.4 Determination of Equivalent Probe Radius and Roughness
Factor
As discussed before, ra is the discharge probe's radius for the cylindrical type of probe. If
the discharge probe is not cylindrical, obviously we need another way to define the
equivalent probe radius and then we can use this equivalent radius to replace the wire radius
in the equations we discussed before for the calculations.
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Figure 11: Different types of discharge probes
Figure 1 1 shows 4 different types of discharge probes. Their cross-section views are all
different. This thesis developed a methodology to normalize the probe radius is finding the
equivalent radius with its circular area equaling the area of the cross-section of non-circular
probe. Figure 12 shows the detail dimensions of a wire probe and a serrated probe. For
example, in Figure 12 (2) serrated probe's cross-section area is Db Dw, where Db and Dw are
the lengths ofboth sides respectively. The equivalent radius requ can be calculated from:
X-requ =DbD 34.
then
requ = jDb-DJx 35.
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Figure 12: Sketch ofwire and serrated discharge probes
In a similar way, the equivalent radius for equilateral triangular probe, strip probe and ellipse
probe can be determined. The equations to calculate the equivalent radius for these probes
are listed in the Appendix A.
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The roughness factor is dimensionless, and it describes the roughness of the probe's surface.
Figurel2 (1) shows a wire probe's rough surface and the sketch is not to scale. The
roughness factor can be defined as
m = DbIDt 36.
where Db is the minimum measurement of wire's diameter, and Dt is the maximum
measurement. We can see that if the wire is ideal smooth, the wire diameter should have the
same measurement. For that case, the roughness factor is 1 . If the wire is rough, the ratio of
Db and Dt will be smaller than 1 .
In a similar way, the roughness factor from a serrated type ofprobe can be found as shown in
Figure 12 (2),m-Db/Dt, where Db is the height for the base probe, and Dt is the total height
of the probe including the spikes.
Values ofm in practice range from about from 0.5 to 0.9 [19], and the ideal smooth electrode
has the roughness factor 1 . A rougher electrode has a small roughness factor. From equations
30 and 33, we can see that a rougher probe has a lower initiation electric field and onset
voltage, which means rough probes are easier to initiate the corona discharge. This is the
reason that serrated type ofdischarge probes were chosen in our diesel aftertreatment system.
Figure 13 shows the diagram of serrated corona discharge probe used in RIT's diesel
aftertreatment system. Its dimensions are listed in Table 3. Based on these dimensions and
the methodology discussed above, the equivalent radius and roughness factor for this serrated
corona discharge probe was calculated as requ =0.000975 meter and m =0.635. In order to
eliminate confusion, re u and ra are considered the same variable in all equations.
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Table 3:
Dh
Dt
Dh T
Dv
Figure 13: The serrated corona discharge probe
Dimensions of the serrated discharge probe
Symbol Value Unit Description
Lp 0.073355 meter Corona discharge Probe's length
Db 0.00376 meter Corona discharge Probe's base height
A 0.00592 meter Corona discharge Probe's total height
A. 0.000794 meter Corona discharge Probe's width
m 0.635 Probe's roughness factor
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3.5 The Effects of Environmental Factors
3.5.1 The Influence of gas mixture on permittivity
Diesel engine exhaust is a gas mixture. As shown in the Equation 4 (e = ke0 , where s0 is the
permittivity at free space and k is the dielectric constant of the medium), the permittivity of
the exhaust is determined by the dielectric constant of the gas. There is no reference available
that shows the dielectric constant for the diesel exhaust. However, a reasonable range can be
obtained. Because the major components of the diesel exhaust are nitrogen (k=1.454),
oxygen (k=l.000494), nitrous oxide (k=1.6), carbon black (k=2.5-3.0), carbon dioxide
(k=1.6) [21], the dielectric constant of diesel exhaust can be estimated to between 1 and 3.
Table 4 lists the dielectric constant value for different materials.
Table 4: Dielectric constant k for different material
Material Min. Max. Material Min. Max.
Air 1 1 Nylon 3.4 22.4
Amber 2.6 2.7 Paper 1.5 3
Asbestos fiber 3.1 4.8 Paraffin 2 3
Bakelite 5 22 Plexiglass 2.6 3.5
Barium Titanate 100 1250 Polycarbonate 2.9 3.2
Beeswax 2.4 2.8 Polyethylene 2.5 2.5
Cambric 4 4 Polyimide 3.4 3.5
Carbon Black 2.5 3.0 Polystyrene 2.4 3
Carbon Dioxide 1.6 1.6 Porcelain 5 6.5
Carbon Tetrachloride 2.17 2.17 Quartz 5 5
Celluloid 4 4 Rubber 2 4
Cellulose Acetate 2.9 4.5 RubyMica 5.4 5.4
Durite 4.7 5.1 Selenium 6 6
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Ebonite 2.7 2.7 Shellac 2.9 3.9
Epoxy Resin 3.4 3.7 Silicone 3.2 4.7
Ethyl Alcohol 6.5 25 Slate 7 7
Fiber 5 5 Soil dry 2.4 2.9
Formica 3.6 6 Steatite 5.2 6.3
Glass 3.8 14.5 Styrofoam 1.03 1.03
Glass Pyrex 4.6 5 Teflon 2.1 2.1
Gutta Percha 2.4 2.6 Titanium Dioxide 100 100
Isolantite 6.1 6.1 Vaseline 2.16 2.16
Kevlar 3.5 4.5 Vinylite 2.7 7.5
Lucite 2.5 2.5 Water distilled 34 78
Mica 4 9 Waxes, Mineral 2.2 2.3
3.5.2 The Influence of Gas Impurity on Ion Mobility
The motion of an ion acted by an electric field is impeded by repeated collisions with gas
molecules in its path [18]. The average drift velocity of the ion v,(m/sec) is related to the
field E (V/m) by the equation
v; = bE 37.
where the constant b (m2/(sec-V)) is called the mobility. Theoretical expressions for mobility
have been derived using the kinetic theory of gases, but mobilities calculated in this manner
lack reliability. Usually experimentally determined values are recommended whenever these
are available. Table 5 gives a selection of experimentally determined mobilities for positive
and negative ions in their parent gases.
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Table 5: Mobility of singly-charged gaseous ions (0C and 1 atm)
Mobility Mobility
(m2/(sec-V))
Gas
(m2/(sec-V))
Gas bj-) bn(+) K(-) bn(+)
He 10.4X10"4 C2H2 0.83X10"4 0.78X10"4
Ne a 4.2 C2H5C1 0.38 0.36
A 1.6 C2H5OH 0.37 0.36
Kr 0.9 CO 1.14 1.10
Xe 0.6 C02 0.98 0.84
Air(dry)
2.1xl0"4 1.36 HC1 0.62 0.53
Airfvery 2.5 1.8 H20 0.95 1.1
N2 1.8 H2S 0.56 0.62
o2 2.6 2.2 NH3 0.66 0.56
H2 12.3 N20 0.90 0.82
Cl2 0.74 0.74 S02 0.41 0.41
CC14 0.31 0.30 SF6 0.57
''No electron attachment in the pure gas.
Even for the tabulated gases, the exact mobility to be used in actual situations remains
subject to some uncertainty, for impurities have a pronounced effect in reducing the mobility
value. This is particularly true of pure non-attaching gases, the negative mobility ofwhich is
the electron mobility. The presence of impurities leading to negative ion formation has the
apparent effect of reducing the mobility by orders of magnitude. In other cases impurities
seem to attach to ions and form clusters, thus increasing the mass and cross section of the
ion, and lowering its mobility.
In according with the theoretical requirement that mobility be proportional to the mean free
path, it is found experimentally that mobility is almost inversely proportional to the gas
density over a wide temperature-pressure range. Thus
8
38.
where b0 is the mobility at standard conditions (0C and latm) and 8 is the gas density.
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Figure 14: Negative corona current-voltage characteristics
Figure 13 shows the effects of adding to the primary gas with a low ion mobility component
[18]. It is easily to see that the current-voltage relationships are strongly affected by the
impurity of the gas. In Figure 14, L designates the limiting voltage of the power supply and S
means sparkover (arc). Solid curves represent adding water vapor into dry air (charging
chamber diameter, 7.6 cm; corona discharge probe diameter, 0.25 mm; temperature, 200C;
pressure, 1 atm). Broken curves represent adding sulfur dioxide into nitrogen (charging
chamber diameter, 15.2 cm; corona discharge probe diameter, 2.8 mm; 20 C; pressure, 1
atm).
Introduce an impurity factor a (0<or<l) to consider the impurity of gas. For the diesel
exhaust mixture, air (b=2.1xlO"4m2/sec-V) is the primary gas, and C02
(b=0.98xl0"4
m2/sec-
V) is the lowest mobility component. Therefore 0.47 < a < 1 would be a reasonable range for
the impurity factor.
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bequ =a-b 39.
where b is the mobility of the primary gas, and bequ is the equivalent or effective mobility of
the gas mixture.
The current increases slowly at first and then rises much quicker. As sparkover is
approached, relatively small increments of voltage give big increases in current, as shown in
Figure 14.
A negative discharge, under conditions prevailing in electrostatic precipitators, generally
yields a higher current at a given voltage than a positive corona, and the sparkover voltage of
a negative corona, which sets the upper limit to the operating voltage of the precipitator,
which is also larger usually.
Considering the impurity of the gas, and the current density, i=I/Lp, and equation 38, with
b = b0 1 8 , the equation 29 is modified to
v = v+-
^rjra
1 +
\EcraJ
I/L
27r0eobo/S
i\
1 +
V
EcraJ
UL
27T0obo 15
+ ln-
40.
where <f> = ka , which is a dimensionless parameter, defined as medium factor, k is the
dielectric constant of the medium, a is the impurity factor for the gas mixture. As discussed
before, for the diesel exhaust, dielectric constant k is between 1 and 3, and impurity factor is
between 0.47 and 1, therefore medium factor 0 should be in the range OA7<0< 3.
If the medium factor is not available, it can be determined experimentally. Apply a voltage
higher than onset voltage to the system and measure the current. Knowing the current and
voltage, the medium factor can be calculated from equation 40.
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3.5.3 Temperature and Pressure Effects
Temperature and pressure do modify corona starting voltage, and the reason is they
determine the gas density. In NTP, the avalanche process takes place because the electron has
enough time between collisions to be accelerated to a velocity sufficient to ionize the gas.
Therefore, the potential necessary to initiate corona is related to the density of the host gas,
like the exhaust gas from the diesel engine. If pressure, and hence density, is increased, the
molecules are effectively moved closer together, resulting in a shortened mean free path and
reduced mean free time. This reduced time between collisions requires a stronger electric
field to accelerate the electron to ionization velocity. The relative gas density is given by:
T P
= i-.il 41.
T P
In equation 41, T0 =20C or 293 K and P0 =101325 Pa or 1 atm. Tx and Px are the
temperature and pressure of the medium. A higher pressure at a given temperature results in a
higher density; while higher temperature at constant pressure creates lower density.
3.6 Charging Mechanism
3.6.1 Charging Introduction
The principal mechanisms by which aerosol particles acquire charge are flame charging,
static electrification, diffusion charging, and field charging. The last two require the
production of unipolar ions, usually by corona discharge, and are used to produce highly
charged aerosols [22].
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Flame charging takes place when particles are formed in or pass through a flame. At the high
temperature of the flame, direct ionization of gas molecules creates high concentrations of
positive and negative ions and thermionic emissions of electrons or ions from particles.
Static electrification causes particles to become charged by mechanical action as they are
separated from the bulk material or other surfaces.
Field and diffusion charging are the two mechanisms that responsible for the charging of
particles. Both mechanisms are very important in the charging process. However, each
becomes more significant for particles in a particular size range. Field charging is dominant
for particles with a radius bigger than about 0.5 jam while diffusion charging predominates
for particles with a radius less than 0.2 jum . In the intermediate range both mechanisms
contribute significant charge.
Field charging is related to the motion of ion under the influence of an applied electric field
which results in collisions between the ions and particles suspended in the gas stream.
Rohmann in 1923 [19] was the first to derive a valid expression of field charging, and
Pauthenier rederived Rohmann' s equation in a slightly different form in 1923. White also
gives a theoretical analysis of field charging.
Diffusion charging results from ionic collisions with the particles brought about by the
random thermal motion of the ions and the particles. When an ion collides with a particle, it
sticks, and then particle acquires its charge. This process is called diffusion charging because
the collisions result from the Brownian motion of the ions and particles. This mechanism
does not rely on an external electrical field. As the charge accumulates, it produces a field
that tends to repel additional ions, reducing the charging rate. Several approximate solutions
have been determined for the diffusion charging mechanism by Liu and Yeh, Murphy, et al,
and Smith and McDonald [19]. The most definitive experimental work on charging was that
ofHewitt and this work is generally the basis for comparison with theoretical relationships.
Particle charging is one of the most important steps in the NTP diesel aftertreatment system.
The particles must be charged by the electric field to impart a driving force toward the
charging chamber. This electric force is the predominant factor in removal of the particulate
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from the exhaust gas, and it is proportional to the magnitude of the particle charge and the
electric field strength. Therefore, increasing the electric field strength and increasing the
resident time ofparticle within the electric field can improve the charging efficiency.
Particle charging is considered to take place between the boundary of corona glow and the
charging chamber. As discussed previously, the region of corona generation contains large
numbers of negative ions and perhaps some free electrons. The particles passing between the
boundary of the corona region and the charging chamber are charged by the ions and
electrons.
3.6.2 Particle Charge by Field Charging
Three assumptions are made prior to the theoretical analysis of field charging. These
assumptions are:
The particles are considered to be spherical.
The field from ion particles does not modify the field in the vicinity of another
particle.
The particles and ions are suspended in a region permeated by a constant electric
field.
The presence of particles with a dielectric constant greater than unity will cause a localized
deformation in the electric field as shown in Figurel5 (a). The field lines represent the
trajectories of ions. The extent of the distortion of the field lines depends on the dielectric
constant k of the particulate material and the charge on the particle [19]. In a negative NTP
field, the negative ions move toward the positive electrode under the influence of the applied
electric field. As an ion approaches an uncharged particle in the aerosol stream, an induced
dipole is created in the particle through a re-arrangement of electrons in the particle. This
phenomenon is illustrated in the Figure 16.
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(a)
Figure 15: Electric field lines for a conducting particle in a uniform field
(Negative ions and negative plate at left)
(a) An uncharged particle, (b) A partially charged particle, (c) A particle at saturation charge.
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Ion
Particle
Figure 16: Induced dipoles of a particle subject to a charge
This induced dipole causes an attraction between the ion and the particle. The ion is then
absorbed into the particle thereby becoming charged. As the particle becomes charged, it will
tend to repel the incoming ions. This situation is shown in Figure 15 (b), in which the particle
is partially charged. The presence of the charge on the particle reduces the field strength as
shown in Figure 15 (b) and the electric field increases on the opposite side of the particle.
The rate of ions reaching the particle decreases as the particle becomes continuously charged.
Ultimately, charge continues to accumulate on the particle in this way until a sufficient
electrostatic field is established around the particle to prevent additional ions from being
retained to the particle. Once this happens, the particle is said to be saturation charged. This
is the point where the particle accumulates no more charge by field charging for the given ion
distribution and the electric field present, shown in Figure 15 (c).
If a conducting spherical particle of radius apwith a net charge q is suspended in a uniform
electric field Eav in the presence of a unipolar ion concentrationN0 , the electric field in the
vicinity of the sphere will be consisted of the self field caused by the charge on the particle,
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as well as the applied field modified by the presence of the conducting particle. The
expression can be described as [19]:
E = 3is cos 6 -
Ans0ap
42.
where
E = the resultant electric field
6 = the angle between a point on the sphere and the electric field
a = particle radius
s0 = permittivity of free space.
q = particle charge
The rate of change of the dust particle with respect to time, which is defined as the current, is
given by:
^ = )jdA = ){N0ebE)dA = N0eb )
0 0
3 cos# -
4^oaP J
dA 43.
where
j = current density = N0ebE
N0 = average ion density
e = charge of an electron
b =mobility of gaseous current carrier
E = corona electric field
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E = average corona electric field strength
0O = limiting angle for charge flow to the particle
dA = an element of area = 27m. sin 0 dO
t = time
Equation 43 shows that charge will continue to flow to the particulate until the field from the
charge just balances the applied external field, at which moment a limiting charge is
acquired. When the particle's saturation charge is achieved, the electric field in the vicinity of
the particle goes to zero. The saturation charge therefore occurs when 6 approaches zero or
when cos# =1. Substitute E=0 and cos 6* =1 into Equation 42, the formula for the saturation
charge of a particle is:
q, =12 nea EiS o pp avg 44.
where
qs = saturation charge of a particle
E = average electric field in the charging section
Substituting dA =
2na2
sin (9 dO into equation 43 gives:
^ = 6nu2pEcN0eb
"0
[cos # sin# d6-
12oaPoEaVg 0
Jsintf dO 45.
Taking the integrals in equation 45 and simplifying it gives:
^ = 3m2EcN0eb
dt p
( V
V Is J
46.
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And rearranging
da
, :
= 37talENebdt 47.
f \2 p mg o
. 1,)
Integrating this equation gives:
l) ^
= 3mpEcN0ebt +K 48.
qs-q
Where K is the integration constant
Applying the boundary condition of q = 0 at/1 = 0, it is readily to giveK = qs . Rearranging
Equation 48 gives:
q = q> As /
' 49'
t+/
/Neb
Ifwe designate r to be a time constant as:
4^
r = 50.
Neb
Then an expression for particle charge as a function of time becomes:
m-"-^hit
Sources [17, 20] indicate that a particle reaches its saturation charge in a time that is less than
10 time constants or 10 t . Considering the nonconductive particles, a correction factor
kl k + 2 should be applied to qs to modify the saturation charge and k is a particle dielectric
constant.
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Substituting the correction factor given above into equation 44 gives the equation shown
below.
<7*=12 7-T*s.pXr 52-
3.6.3 Particle Charge by Diffusion Charging
The processes of diffusion charging and field charging are very similar. The primary
difference is that the ion particle collisions that cause diffusion charging occur due to random
thermal ion motion [17]. In addition, diffusion charging requires no electric field. It
predominates for particles with radius less than 0.2 jam [17, 20, and 21]. The diffusion
charging process can be described in terms of a kinetic theory of gases. If a particle of
radius ap , carrying n elementary charges, is located in a medium containing unipolar ions,
the net current flow to the particle can be determined. The molecular density of a gas in a
potential filed is given by [19]:
( V ^7V = AT0expl
where
N0 = average number ofmolecules per unit volume (density)
V = potential
B = Boltzman's constant
T = absolute temperature
In the vicinity of a suspended charged particle [19]
53.
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v - p 54.
hence, Equation 53 turns to
N = N0 exp
^
rBT
55.
where
q - particle charge
e = electron charge
r = distance form the center of the particle to a position in space
If a single particle is considered, then the density of ions becomes:
N = N0 exp
' q,e"
V ,BTJ
56.
The number of ions that collides with the particle per second [19] is given by na2pNvi , where
v. is the thermal velocity of the ions, which is given by:
v; =
8BT
Ttm.
57.
where w^is the mass of the particle.
If every ion that collides with a particle is retained, the rate of change of charge (ion-current)
is given by [19]:
- = m2eviN0 exp
dt
%AA
"pBTj
58.
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Integration of this with respect to time gives the particle charge as a function of time
exp
KapBTj
pe vA[o
BT
t +K 59.
AT is an integration constant. Considering the boundary condition qp =0 at/ = 0, it is readily
to get AT = 1 . Equation 59 becomes:
aBT
= - In 1 + -
SBT
na Net
BT
60.
Where t = charging time
This is the total charge by diffusion acquired by a particle.
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3.6.4 Total Particle Charge
The particle charge based on field charging and diffusion charging has been proposed in the
previous sections of this chapter. Because the analyses were based on single charging
mechanisms, it would be erroneous to merely add the net charge of the two mechanisms
together.
Considering two mechanisms of field charging and diffusion charging, Cochet [20] presents
an equation to calculate the particle saturation charge (i.e. after infinite time).
(l + A/ap} + l + A/a
p )
k-l
k + 2
Anea2Enmo p avg 61.
where
v7X mean free path ofgas molecules
a = the radius of the particle
*k = the relative dielectric constant
E = the average electric field strength
This method adjusts the particle saturation charge obtained by field charging for diffusion
charging effects. Once this modified saturation charge is determined, the total particle charge
can be calculated using equation 5 1 . So
*(') =
Mk)2
v1 +^;
k-\
k + 2 *ns0a2pEavs t + T
62.
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3.7 Particle Migration
The electric force acts on the charged particle in an electric field. The direction of the force is
dependent on the polarity of the charge and the direction of the electric field. The motion of
the charged particle in the electric field can be determined by Newton's law of classical
mechanics. There are four principal forces that act on the charged particle and the sum of all
forces acting on the particle is equal to zero. These forces are: Gravitational Force Fg,
Momentum Force Fm , Electric ForceFa , and the Drag ForceFd .
The gravitational force
Fg=mpg 63.
where
m = mass of particle, g = the acceleration of gravity. Because the mass of the particle is so
small, the influence of gravitational force can be omitted.
The momentum force
_
dw <-A
Fm--mna=-mn 04.p p dt
where
a = acceleration of the particle
The electric force can be represented as
Fel=qpE 65.
where
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qp = particle charge; E = electric field vector
The Drag force can be represented by Stoke's Law [20] as:
r 1 A
Fd =67rjU-ap\V,p\ rel
yCuj
= 67Tju-a v-w
f 1 A
\Cu j
66.
where
u=viscosity of the gas, V rei = particle/ gas relative velocity, v =velocity of the gas,
w=velocity of the particle, Cu = Cunningham correction factor.
Cunningham factor Cu is a correction factor for the particles in the fluid. If the particle size is
small enough such that the particle is of comparable size to the gas molecules, fluid loses its
continuum characteristic. Cunningham factor is a function of the mean free path of the
molecules and the radius of the particle [20].
Cu = 1 + 1.246-- + 0.42 exp -0.87^ 67.
Where ap
= particle radius; X = 0.101pm, mean free path ofmolecules
Figure 17 shows the Cunningham factor versus particle sizes. As we can see the Cunningham
factormaintain the value 1 after the particle radius is above 10 micron. Equation 67 can
apply to any particle size.
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Figure 17: Cunningham correction factor
There are other non-ideal forces that act on the particles. These other effects are primarily
due to turbulence and secondary flows in the exhaust stream. The particle is therefore not
expected to have a predictable path towards the collecting surface. The particles, however,
have an average velocity that will cause it to move towards the collection surface. The sum
of the forces acting on the particle sums to zero by Newton's laws. This can be expressed as:
Fe,+Fd+Fm=0 68.
Where Fm = inertial force, Fd = drag force; Fel = electrical force
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A free body diagram [17] of a single diesel exhaust particle in the radius direction of
charging chamber is shown in figure 18.
Diesel PM Free Body Diagram
Exhaust
Particle Path
Note: Gravity Omitted
\7 \
Collection
Surface
Figure 18: Diesel particles simplified free body diagram
The components of these forces perpendicular to the collecting surface were then summed.
Expanding equation 68 term by term with the appropriate force formulae gives:
f 1 A
q E-6npi-a w
\Cu j
dw
-mn
= 0
p dt
69.
Where w = migration velocity in the direction of the collection surface.
Rearranging this gives:
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dw 6n/u-a q,E
H t trW =
<# w^, ( Cw)
70.
w.
Integrate this equation to solve for the particle migration velocity. Take the initial condition
w = 0 atr = 0, it gives:
w(t) = wlhi
( A
1-exp
v p J
71.
where
tp =
mP(Cu)
67T/u-a
72.
wm =
qsE
s avg
6n/j. a
Cu 73.
Therefore, rp characterizes the dynamic behavior of the particle, shown in Equation 72, and
wth represents the theoretical migration velocity, shown in Equation 73. The theoretical
migration velocity is the steady state velocity of the particle. In addition, combining
equations 61, 67 and 73, we get
(l + X/ap} +
'
2
'
l + X/a
p J
^A_1U 1 + 1.246 + 0.42 exp
k + 2)\\ a a
0-g7_P. I o p mg
X J [ 3juJ
74.
From equation 74, we can see that the particle's theoretical migration velocity is proportional
to the square of the average electric field Eavg for a certain size ofparticles. Also because the
charging process is almost instantaneous, so we assume all the particles migrate with their
theoreticalmigration velocity wtri.
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3.8 Particle Collection
Chanjirg^
Discharge
Probe
Figure 19: Charged particles travel in the electric field
Charged particle in an electric field will travel towards the charging chamber with its
migration velocity, as shown in Figure 19. The natural of the flow (laminar or turbulent) can
be known from the value of a dimensionless parameter, the Reynolds number:
Re = pVDIn 75.
where
p = the density of the fluid
V = the average exhaust flow velocity
D = the charging chamber diameter
fj. = the viscosity ofthe fluid
The flow is laminar ifRe < 2300 , and it may be turbulent for larger values. The particle
collection is effected by the characteristics of the flow, therefore the particle collections in
laminar flow and turbulent flow are discussed in the flowing sections.
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3.8.1 Particle collection with idealized laminar gas flow
The laminar gas flow is just an idealized situation for the diesel exhaust aftertreatment
because in most occasions exhaust from diesel engine is turbulent. In a laminar flow situation,
the particle trajectory is easy to predict. The maximum velocity point is generally associated
with the center of the pipe, and decrease along the radius. Charged particles in the electric
field will obtain a velocity wL towards the chamber wall. Because there are just two
components related to this velocity, shown in Figure 20, the net velocity is the vector sum of
these two components z and f .
Figure 20: Particle movement in laminar gas flow
3.8.2 Particle collection with turbulent gas flow
In a turbulent flow situation the specific trajectory of the particle movement is unknown.
Deutsch [18] derived the equation based on theoretical considerations.
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7=1- exp
/ A \
- w
V Q J
76.
where
rj = collection efficiency
w = migration velocity
A = collection plate area
Q = volumetric flow rate
The mass transfer along the collection plate is not constant, and it decreases along the
charging chamber. Parker [20] introduced an empirical parameter K to modify Deutsch
equation.
77 = 1 - exp
Q
-w 77.
A typical parameter K is within 0.4-0.6 depending on the actual problem.
As discussed in section 2.5, we assume all collected particles are oxidized to gaseous phase
by the plasma chemistry, so the particle removal efficiency equals to the particle collection
efficiency. From equation 77, the collection efficiency is determined by the collection plate
area, flow rate and the particle migration velocity. Particle migration velocity was expressed
in the equation 74 and it is determined by the particle size a p . Therefore to different size of
the particles, the removal efficiency is different. In the next chapter of system modeling, the
particles are divided to several segments by their sizes and the individual removal efficiency
is calculated for each segment.
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3.9 Diesel particle size distribution
Because the NTP diesel aftertreatment system's removal efficiency for different particle size
is different, we need know the concentration of different particle sizes. Figure 21 and 22
show the typical diesel particle size distribution. In these graphs, the solid line represents the
number weighting of the particle concentration, the dot line shows the mass weighting of the
particle concentration, and the broken line represents the alveolar deposition fraction (aerosol
particle's deposition fraction in the alveolar region of lung) with respect to different particle
size.
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Figure 21: Typical diesel particle size distribution [23]
In these figures, particle size covers the range from 1 nm (le-9m) to 10 pm (le-5m). These
two graphs give us a normalized particle concentration. Knowing these values and total
particle weight we can figure out the approximate diesel particle mass distribution by
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multiplying the total weight and the particle mass weighting in each particle size. Similarly,
the particle number distribution can be calculated by multiplying the total particle number
and the particle number weighting.
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3.10 Exhaust flow rate estimation
The engine exhaust flow rate is one of the most important parameters in the diesel
aftertreatment system design. However, because of the fluctuation of the diesel exhaust flow
rate, it is not easy to measure its exact value. If an experimental exhaust flow rate is
unavailable, it can be estimated through the following equation [24]:
78.n(CFM) = D(in3)*f"nJad-rPm*E*(T(F))+460)
C* 941760
where
Q = engine exhaust flowrate in cubic feet per minute
D = displacement in cubic inches
E = 0.85 efficiency for naturally aspirated engines
= 1 .2 for engines with scavenging blower
= 1.4 for turbo-charged engines
T = exhaust temperature; ifunknown, use 900F for diesel and 1,200F for gas engines
C = 1.0 (two-cycle engine) or 2.0 (four-cycle engine)
3.11 System scale up and scale down
The system being developed at RIT engine lab is a small scale prototype, however it proved
the concept. In order to apply the corona discharge and NTP mechanism to a larger engine,
the system needs be scaled up. From equation 68, the engine exhaust flow rate is proportional
to the engine's displacement. The particle's removal efficiency is given in equation 77 as the
Deutsch equation. Keeping the removal efficiency a constant, the following relationship can
be derived:
68
-w = C
Q
79.
As long as equation 79 can be satisfied, the scaled up system should have the same particle
removal efficiency as the original one. Q is the volumetric flowrate of the engine exhaust,
and C is a constant. This means that A w is proportional to the engine flowrate Q. A is the
effective charging chamber area,
A = 2n -rh Lnb p 80.
and w is the migration velocity of the particle, based on the previous assumption that the
particle's migration velocity equals its theoretical migration velocity. From equation 74,
w =
GlapE-*
3M
81.
where
G = (l + X/ap) + 1 + XIa
p J
k-\
k + 2
!l + 1.246 + 0.42 exp
r \
-0.87^
X
G is a constant. Substitute equations 80 and 81 to equation 79, we get
82.
Ac a E
nr.L. - -
vs G = CQb^P 3/u
83.
Eavg is the average electric field within the charging chamber. Lp and rb are the length and
radius of the charging chamber respectively. Therefore we can rewire the equation 83 as
AnGs0apEavg
Qh LP =- 84.3C/u
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Average electric field Eavg, the driven force for particle charging and particle collection,
determines the particle's saturation charges and migration velocity, which can be observed
from equations 61 and 74. In order to keep the similarity of particle's charge and collection
during the system scale-up and scale-down, it is reasonable to maintain the average electric
field. Therefore the right side of equation 84 should be unchanging.
Back pressure created by the diesel aftertreatment device is a big issue for the engine's
operation. Therefore it is favorable to keep the dimensionless parameter, Euler number,
which designates the pressure force over the inertial force of fluid over the system, a constant
during the system scale up and scale down:
Eu = -*- 85.
pV2
The NTP system was designed for the diesel exhaust flow with Reynolds number between
4,000 and 100,000. In this range the flow is low turbulent and the pressure drop can be
calculated based on H. Blasius equation [25].
Ap =
0.241LpOJ5v-25D-475Ql 1S 86.
where, L is the pipe length, p is the fluid density, p is the fluid viscosity, D is the pipe
diameter and Q is the flowrate. This equation is valid for Reynolds number from 4,000 to
100,000. Obviously the engine flowrate is within this range. For our case, the equation 86
can be rewritten as
Ap =
0.241Lpp015M025{2rb)-475Q"5 87.
V = -9- 88.
7TT2
Combine equations 85, 87 and 88, we can get
-0.75^-0.25
_ ^ 89Lprb y nnruw2,-,-025,,0250.009 tt>-uzV
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Multiply both sides of equations 89 and 84, and eliminate Lp, it comes out
00.75^. -i 75
=
EuG- sQap Eavg
0.027n C jU p
All the parameters on the right side of equation are unchanging in the scale-up and scale-
down. Therefore charging chamber radius rb can be scaled up only based on the flowrate
change.
770.75 -1.75 ^0.75 -1.75Q -rb =Q -rb 91.
where Q is the scaled engine flowrate and rb is the scaled charging chamber radius. If the
engine flowrate scale 8Q times, 8Q = , the charging chamber radius should be
- c- 0.4286
rb = Sq rb 92.
similarly, all the parameters on the right side of equation 89 are unchanging, a relationship
can be derived as
V/-75e-0-25=v"75e-0-25
93.
where Lp is the scaled up discharge probe's length. Substitute equation 92 to equation 93,
we will have
Lp=8Q.Lp 94.
The discharge probe's equivalent radius and roughness factor determine the corona starting
electric field, which is shown in equation 30. In addition, these two parameters need to be
calibrated experimentally in some circumstances, for example irregular shape and variable
number of protrusions per unit length. Therefore it will make sense to keep probe radius and
roughness factor constant and just vary its length in system scale-up and scale-down.
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ra = ra 95.
m=m 96.
where ra and m are the discharge probe's radius and roughness factor for the scaled-up
system respectively.
Based upon equations 92, 94, 95 and 96, the scaled-up system's dimensions can be fixed.
The last parameter need to be determined is the applied voltage. The average electric field is
Eavg = 97.
rb~ra
keep it constant in the scale up and scale down
E = E qs
avg avg JO.
where Eavg is the average electric field of the scaled up system, therefore,
99.
r, -r rh r
b a b a
where V is the applied voltage for the scaled-up system. Set^ = , then solve forK , and
substitute equation 92, we will have
0.4286
y = ~_Q 1 -_y 100>
7-1
c- ,
$ r-i
So far, knowing equations 92, 94, 95, 96, and 100, the system can be scaled up and scaled
down while keeping the same particle removal efficiency and back pressure's effects on
engine.
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Knowing the applied voltage value V for the scaled-up system, the total current, I , can be
calculated from equation 40:
v = v +
f
1 + 1 +
( - > 2 "i,
"
2
K 1- 1 +
f - A
h
KESa)
1
IK,
i
2
I In
2mj>Eob0IS
KA-a 2Kij>ob0l 8 2
As we can see, system current I is the only variable in this equation. However, Solving 7 in
this equation requires a computer program to iterate. Vc is the onset voltage for scaled-up
system, which can be calculated from equation 33:
Vc =3xl06ram(8 + 0.03^8 1 ra)-lnrb/ra
At last, after knowing the system current/, the scaled-up system's power drawn can be
determined by
P=V I 101.
Use RIT's NTP prototype system as a based design, we can use above method to scale it up
for a school bus engine. An example is shown in the following table.
Table 6: Example of system scale-up
Engine Parameters:
Testing Engine
Kubota Z482
School Bus Engine
Cummins ISB275
Displacement (Liter) 0.479 5.9
Turbocharged No No
Governed Speed (rpm) 3600 2500
Operation Cycles 4 4
Exhaust Temperature (K) 473 473
Exhaust Pressure (atm) 1 1
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Particle Concentration (mg/m3) 7.63 7.63
Engine Flowrate (m3/s) 0.0191 0.1633
NTP Aftertreatment Device Parameters:
Discharge Probe Radius ra (m) 0.000975 0.000975
Discharge Probe Length Lp (m) 0.073355 0.250004
Charging Chamber Radius rb (m) 0.0381 0.0956
Probe Roughness Factor m 0.635 0.635
Medium Factor 3 3
Applied Voltage (kV) 28.0 71.4
So 8.5497
V 39.0769
NTP Aftertreatment Results:
Onset Voltage (kV) 9.37 11.72
Starting Electric Field (kV/m) 2620.6 2620.6
Average Electric Field (kV/m) 754.2 754.6
Current (mA) 1.847 7.359
Power (Watt) 51.71 525.46
PM Removal Efficiency (%) 79.14 79.15
Because the school bus's engine is 12 times bigger than the Kubota engine, in order to keep
the same PM removal efficiency and back pressure effect, the system was scaled-up as
shown above. The applied voltage increases 2.5 times and power drawn increases almost 10
times. Figure 23 shows the simulations of this scale up. Because the scale up system need
very high DC voltage 71.4 kilovolts, the NTP diesel aftertreatment system need be isolated
from the school bus chassis. The maximum power of Cummins ISB 275 is 205 kW. School
buses usually equipped an alternator capable to generate 1.6 kW electricity. By choosing a
big alternator and a battery the school bus can provide enough electricity to run the NTP
aftertreatment system as well as the air conditioning. The system's total weight is about 10
pounds, so it can be integrated to the school bus without major changes made.
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Figure 23: Simulations of system scale up
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CHAPTER
FOUR
COMPUTERMODELAND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 Computer Model Flow Chart
A computer model was developed based on the theories discussed in the previous chapters.
The model's inputs include the engine's operating condition, the aftertreatment system's
dimensions, and voltage applied. Particle concentration, electric field, power consumption,
and particle removal efficiency are calculated as model's output. The following are the major
steps that are carried out by the computer program.
STEP 1. Input model's parameters. The input data includes the following: (a) Engine's
specification and speed, which is used to estimate the exhaust gas volume flowrate. (b)
Particle concentration in the unit of milligram per cubic meter, (c) Corona discharge probe
radius, (d) Corona discharge probe length, (e) Charging chamber radius, (f) Roughness factor
of discharge probe, which is associated with corona starting electric field and determined by
the discharge probe's geometry characteristics, (g) Gas medium factor, the product of
dielectric constant and impurity factor, (h) Applied voltage, (i) Exhaust gas temperature and
pressure, (j) Exhaust gas volume flowrate. The exhaust gas flow rate is estimated based on
the engine configuration, like engine displacement, cycle number and operation temperature.
STEP 2. Compute the mass of particles in each size segment. This computation is
based on the typical particle distribution of diesel exhaust and particle concentration. The
particle number in each size segment is then calculated.
STEP 3. Calculate the onset voltage and starting electric field strength based on
equation 30 and 33.
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STEP 4. Calculate the electric field distribution and average electric field in the particle
charging chamber.
STEP 5. Divide charging chamber into several incremental lengths.
STEP 6. Determine the charge for each particle bin at the end of each increment of
length using the average electric field strength.
STEP 7. Compute the migration velocity for each size particle at the end of each
incremental length.
STEP 8. Calculate the PM removal efficiency based on the Deutsch equation, and
compute the amount ofPM removed in each increment of length.
STEP 9. Calculate the current density.
STEP 10. Calculate the current and power drain of the system.
STEP 11. Calculate the system's overall removal efficiency.
Figure 24 gives a simplified block diagram for the computer model. There are two major
loops in the program. The outer loop calculates the parameters in each incremental length,
and the inner loop calculates the parameters for each particles size segment.
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Input engine inlet conditions (engine specification, operation condition)
Input conditions of the aftertreatment device (geometry, applied voltage)
Calculate onset voltage and starting electric field strength
Calculate average electric field for charging,
system current and system power consumption
Calculate charges on each size particles
Calculate migration velocity ofparticles
Calculate removal efficiency r\ for each size bin
Calculate the number ofparticles removed in each size bin
Sum ofweight ofparticles removed
Calculate size distribution to next section
Repeat for each particle size
Calculate mass of collected particle for each length
Repeat for each increment
Calculate overall performance
Figure 24: Simplified flow chart of diesel aftertreatment model computer program
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4.2 Computer Model Analysis
The model ofNTP diesel aftertreatment, like that of other industry process, requires process
variables and design parameters.
In our case, the main process variables are:
Engine flow rate, temperature, and pressure,
Applied voltage,
Size distribution, and chemical composition of PM, which determine several physical
parameters like the density, the resistivity, the dielectric constant, etc.
The major design parameters are:
Shape and dimensions of the discharge probe and charging chamber.
Process
variables
Performance
variables
Design parameters
Figure 25: General representation ofmodel
Finally the main performance variables are:
System's electric field distribution and power consumption,
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System's PM removal efficiency,
We use Deutsch equation to calculate the particle collection efficiency. And based on the
assumption made before, all the PM being collected will be fully oxidized to gases. The
Deutsch equation relates the collection efficiency to the charging chamber area, volume flow
rate, and particle's migration velocity. The particle to be collected is divided into a number of
small particle size increments, so that the variation in particle size within each increment size
is small compared to the particle itself Then we can use the average particle radius in each
size interval to represent the entire particles in this range.
The collection section is divided into a number of incremental lengths for computational
purpose. The model calculates the fractional collection efficiency rj;j for the /""particle size
in the j'h incremental length of the section. The Deutsch equation is modified to
rjtj = 1 - exp
4
^'
LWi ;
Q
102.
where
w{j
= migration velocity of the
i'h
particle size in the j'h increment
Aj = collection plate area in the
j'h increment
Q = volumetric flow rate
K is the Deutsch empirical parameter, which usually take a value between 0.4 and 0.6. The
migration velocity wu is calculated from
w. , =
q>-iE* Cu, 103.'J 6^ti -a..
where
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qsi = saturation charge of a particle for the
ith
particle size
Eavg = average electric field
u= viscosity of the gas
api= particle's radius for the ith particle size
Cu; is the Cunningham correction factor for the ith particle size
Cu, =1 + 1 .246 + 0.42 exp
a
,
a ;PJ "/>,< V "- J
0.87-^
X
104.
where
X is the mean free path ofmolecules
The computer software was programmed using MATLAB. A graphic user interface was also
created for user to change the variables to a new design. The source code of the program is
included in the Appendix. The interface window, which is shown as figure 26, includes three
major sections.
Engine parameters
Device characteristics
Simulation results
Engine parameters include engine displacement, engine efficiency (0.85 for naturally aspired
engine, 1.2 for engine with scavenging blower, 1.4 for turbocharged engine), engine speed in
rpm, engine cycles number, exhaust temperature and pressure, and particle concentration.
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Particle migration velocity distribution
Particle removal efficiency vs paiticle size
Figure 26: The interface of diesel aftertreatment simulation program
Device characteristics list all the parameters of the corona discharge device, which includes
the discharge probe radius or equivalent radius, probe length, charging chamber radius,
roughness factor, medium factor, and applied voltage.
Simulation results show volumetric flowrate, Reynolds number, onset voltage, starting
electric field, average electric field, current, power and PM removal efficiency. There is also
a pop-up window to select the plots as shown in the figure 26. The figures, shown as figure
27, have electric field distribution, current and voltage characteristics, typical diesel particle
size distribution, typical particle size distribution-log scale, particle mass deduction
distribution, particle number deduction distribution, particle migration velocity distribution,
and particle removal efficiency versus particle size.
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diesel particle size distribution-(taken from Figure 19). Figure 27-d: Typical diesel particle
size distribution-log scale-(taken from Figure 20).
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Figure 27: Plot results from the simulation software
Figure 27-e: Diesel particle mass distribution. Figure 27-f: Diesel particle number
distribution. Figure 27-g: Particle migration velocity vs particle size. Figure 27-h: Diesel
particle removal efficiency vs particle size.
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As we can see from the Figure 27-h, there is a minimum PM removal efficiency. The reason
for the existence of the minimum value is as follows.
From equation 77,
tj = 1- exp
fA *
Q
-w
for a system with certain charging chamber area and exhaust flow rate, the migration velocity
determines its PM removal efficiency. The migration velocity is determined by equation 73,
wtn =
"s avg
67rju -a
Cu
in this equation, only Cu and qs/ap changes with particle size. The relationship is plotted in
the Figure 28 and Figure 29. Therefore the combination of these two factors make the
migration velocity decreases first and then increases as the particle diameter increases.
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The volumetric flowrate of the engine exhaust is estimated based on equation 78.
n(CFM) =
4"3 )*m - l<*d (t(F))+ 46p)
K ' C* 941760
Reynolds number is calculated based on equation 75.
Re = 2g 105.
7i -rbv
where v is fluid's kinematic viscosity. Onset voltage is calculated from equation 33.
Vc ram(8 + 0.03^8 1 ra)-\nrb I ra
Starting electric field is calculated from equation 30.
Ec = 3 x 1
06
m{8 + 0.03^8 lra)
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Average electric field is calculated from equation 97:
avg
b a
Current density, in the unit of amps per meter, is calculated from equation 29.
v ~v +
In 'i/'-.
1 +
r \
\ESaJ 27sb
1 + 1 +
KEcra j 2nkeb
+ hA
System current then can be obtained from:
I = iL. 106.
where i is the current density in the unit of ampere per meter and Lp is the length of the
discharge probe.
System power consumption is calculated from equation
P = V-I 107.
where, V is the applied voltage and I is the system current.
PM removal efficiency is defined as the mass of total removed PM divided by the mass of
total PM entering the aftertreatment device.
Nu=V-riu>Nu 108.
th
where, N, is the particle number for i particle size in the j increment. tju is the PM
removal efficiency for the /""particle size in the
/* incremental length of the section. 7V.J+1
is the particle number for
ith
particle size in the
j+lth increment.
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The mass ofparticles in the i'h particle size and
jth incremental length
mij=p.4l3-n-apANiJ 109.
pis the density of PM. The particle volume is 4/3 under the assumption that the
particles are spherical.
Group all the particle together in the jth incremental length, the mass of particle in this
section can be written as
i=n
m;=!>.,; n0-
Hence, the mass ofparticle come into the system is mj=l , which is the particle mass entering
the first section, and the mass left the system is mj=m , which is the particle mass exiting the
last section. The overall system PM removal efficiency is calculated as
Vsystem = K=l ~ *;= )' 7=1 Uh
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4.3 Experimental Setup
4.3.1 Experimental System
The experiment, as illustrated in figure 30, is to test the system's PM removal performance.
Kubota Z482 diesel generator is the engine used to produce particles for the testing. A
portable emission measurement system (PEMS), Montana OEM2100, was used to measure
the particle concentration in the exhaust. There is a two way valve behind the generator, so
we are capable of switching exhaust between NTP system and tailpipe.
Diesel Engine or
Generator ->
Bypass
Corona Discharge
Aftertreatment
System
Montana OEM 2100
PEMS
Figure 30: Experimental setup for the system testing
4.3.2 Particle Generator
Kubota Z482-E is a 4-cycle diesel generator. The displacement of the generator is 0.479 Liter.
The generator was continuously running at 3600 rpm, which produces approximately 0.0191
m3/sec exhaust flow. The specification of Kubota Z482-E, which is obtained from the
manufacture's website, is as follows:
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Figure 31 : The dimensions and performance ofKubota Z482 diesel engine
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Table 7: Z482 particle generator specifications
Model Z482
INo. ofCylinders
IBore x Stroke
Displacement
Combustion System
Stand-by
GeneratorUse
Continuous
mm (in)
L (cu.in.)
67 x 68 (2.64 x 2.68)
0.479 (29.23)
E-TVCS
Intake System Natural aspirated
Cooling System Radiator cooling
Starter Capacity V-A 12-0.7
DryWeight kg (lbs) 53.1(117.1)
! 3600rpm 8.9(12.1)
i !3000rpm
1800rpm
1500rpm
7.5 (10.2)
3600rpm
3000rpm
kW>S)
1800rpm
1500rpm
8.1(11.0)
6.8 ( 9.3)
4.3.3 Portable Emission Measurement System
The portable emission measurement systems (PEMS) are invented
to measure on-road emissions on a second-by-second basis.
Montana OEM2100, which was developed by the Clear Air
Technologies, Inc. (CATI), is the most advanced and recent
version of the PEMS for real-word on-board emissions monitor.
The device is designed to provide HC, CO, C02, NOx, and 02
readings for gasoline-powered vehicles and NOx, CO, C02, 02,
PM (light scattering) readings for diesel vehicles.
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The Montana System is capable of measuring second-by-second mass emissions from
vehicles with electronically controlled sparked ignition (SI) and compression ignition engines.
The unit provides HC, CO, C02 (NDIR), NOx and 02 (electrochemical cell) readings for
gasoline-powered vehicles and NOx, CO, C02, 02, PM (light scattering) readings for diesel
vehicles. Pollutant concentrations are obtained from a standard sample probe inserted into the
tailpipe. These data are combined with the theoretical exhaust flow data, calculated using
engine parameters read from the vehicle's engine control unit. .
The system is designed for a range of testing scenarios, from short tests in the laboratory to
extended field-testing on fleet vehicles. The system can be safely installed in vehicles and
has been used during revenue service routes on transit buses during revenue service.
4.3.4 Diesel Engine Aftertreatment Device
Figure 32 illustrates the particle charging device. A serrated strip was used as the discharge
electrode. The whole aftertreatment system was assembled and shown in Figure 33. Table.8
lists the major dimensions of the system. The equivalent radius and roughness of charging
probe were calculated in the previous chapter 3.4.
Table 8: Non-thermal plasma system specification
Symbol Input Unit Description
Dw 0.000794 meter Corona discharge Probe's width
Db 0.00376 meter Corona discharge Probe's base height
Dt 0.00592 meter Corona discharge Probe's total height
LP 0.073355 meter Discharge probe length
r
equ 0.000975 meter Equivalent radius of the discharge probe
h 0.0381 meter Charging chamber radius
m 0.635 Roughness factor of the discharge probe
L 0.1567 meter Charging chamber length
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$
Raw gas
Clean gas
Earthed
charging
chamber
2rb
Discharge
probe with
high voltage
Figure 32: The dimensions for the charging device
Figure 33: Diesel particulate trap assembly
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4.4 Model Results Compare to Experimental Results
Table 9 lists the input parameters for the system testing experiment. It is the same discharge
probe as the one in the first experiment, so the probe length and roughness factors are the
same. As discussed before, the medium factor for the diesel exhaust is 3. Diesel exhaust
temperature is 473 K and pressure is about 1 atm. Exhaust volume flowrate was calculated to
be 0.0196m3/s. Set the applied voltage to lOkV, 20kV, and 28kV. Figures 34, 35, and 36
show the corresponding
models'inputs and outputs respectively.
For these three cases, the onset voltage and starting electric field values are the same, and the
average electric field, current, power and PM removal efficiency goes up as the applied
voltage increases.
Table 9: System specification for the testing
Symbol Input Unit Description
Displacement 0.479 Liter Engine displacement
Efficiency 0.85 for naturally aspirated engine
rpm 3600 rpm Engine speed
C 2.0 for four-cycle engine
Temperature 473 K Exhaust gas temperature
Pressure 1 atm Exhaust gas pressure
Particle
concentration
7.63
mg/m3 Particle concentration in engine exhaust
r or r
a equ
0.000975 meter Discharge probe radius
Ld 0.073355 meter Discharge probe length
rb 0.0381 meter Charging chamber radius
m 0.635 Roughness factor ofdischarge probe
<t> 3 Medium factor
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Engine efficiency:
rpm:
C:
Exhaust gas lemperatuie fK.):
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|l
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Discharge pioae radius (m)":
Discharge probe length (m):
Charging chamber radius (m]:
Roughness factor :
Medium factor
Applied voltage (kV):
" Discharge probe radius can
0.000975
0.073355
0.0381
0.635
3
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also be the equivalent radius
.-Simulation results
Volumetric How (ate (rrT3/s): 0O1 91
Reynolds Number: 9347
Onset voltage |kV]: 9.37
Starting electric field (kV/m): 2620.6
Average electric field (kV/m): 269.4
Current (mA): 0.021
Power (W): 0.21
PM removal efficiency [%X 43 63
Select plot
None '
! Simulate and show resiils >>
Dose
Figure 34: Simulation results at lOkV applied voltage
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Figure 35: Simulation results at 20kV applied voltage
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Figure 36: Simulation results at 28kV applied voltage
The comparisons of experimental and numerical results for particle removal efficiency,
corona current, and system power consumption are listed in Table 10.
Table 10: Comparison of experimental and numerical results
^^^Performance
Voltage^^^^
particle removal efficiency Corona current (mA) System power (Watt)
Experimental Numerical Experimental Numerical Experimental Numerical
OkV (Base) 0% 0% 0 0 0 0
lOkV 48.48% 43.63% 0.12 0.021 1.2 0.21
20kV 69.79% 67.78% 0.85 0.766 17 15.32
28kV 74.85% 79.14% 2.13 1.847 59.64 51.71
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Figure 37: Comparison ofExperimental and Numerical PM Removal Efficiency and
Power Drawn
Figure 37 plots the experimental and numerical results ofPM removal efficiency and system
power consumptions.
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Figure 38: System Performance on Different Type ofDiesel Engine
Figure 38 shows the comparison ofNTP system's performance on a stationary diesel engine,
Kubota Z482 and on a vehicle diesel engine, dodge ram 2500 diesel engine for instance.
Stationary engine maintains its speed and loading in most occasions. However the vehicle
diesel engine varies its speed, loading, and acceleration. The similarity of curves on Figure
38 proves that the NTP aftertreatment system can used both on stationary and vehicle diesel
engine.
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CHAPTER
FIVE
CONCLUSION
The thesis study helps to understand the fundamentals of corona discharge and non-thermal
plasma, and the way to design higher efficient diesel aftertreatment system.
From the theoretical and experimental analysis, the following can be concluded:
1 . Temperature and pressure affect the performance of the NTP diesel aftertreatment
system. Higher temperature and lower pressure will make the initiating electric
field of the NTP system lower.
2. The discharge probe's radius and its roughness factor determines the starting
electric field of corona discharge, and its length is proportional to the system's
power consumption. The bigger the probe radius and the smaller the roughness
factor, the lower the onset voltage will be.
3. The charging chamber's radius determines the corona onset voltage and electric
field's distribution. The bigger the charging chamber, the higher the corona onset
voltage.
4. Two dimensionless factors-roughness factor and gas medium factor-were
introduced to modify discharge probe's geometry and medium impurity.
5. From the model, it shows that a higher applied voltage creates a higher electric
field in the charging chamber and increases system's PM removal efficiency. As a
result the system also consumes more power.
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6. Onset voltage and starting electric field values are only dependent on the system's
geometry and medium properties. They are independent of the system operational
conditions.
7. The serrated type discharge probe is able to initiate the corona discharge at low
electric field and has lower onset voltage. Therefore it performance better than
wire probes.
8. This thesis also developed a method to scale up and scale down the non-thermal
plasma diesel aftertreatment system while keeping the same PM removal
efficiency and the same back pressure effect on the engine.
9. The NTP diesel aftertreatment system has very high ultra-fine PM removal
efficiency. This is a big advantage compare to other diesel aftertreatment
technologies.
10. The NTP diesel aftertreatment system works for both stationary diesel generator
and vehicle diesel engine.
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Appendix A: Equivalent Radius for Different Types of
Probes
H a h HDf
-pDw
-| 2a
pT ^ Db^t
(1) Equilateral Triangle Probe (2) Serrated Probe (3) Ellipse Probe (4) Strip Probe
Equivalent radius requ
(1) Equilateral Triangle Probe requ = 0.3714
(2) Serrated Probe requ=Pb-Dj7t
(3) Ellipse Probe reau =^-b
(4) Strip Probe r =JDh-Dwln
equ v b w
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Appendix B: Computer Program Code
diesel_aftertreatment_sumu.m
function varargout = diesel_aftertreatment_sumu(varargin)
global engine_efficiency engine_C
% DIESEL_AFTERTREATMENT_SUMU Application M-file for
diesel_aftertreatment_sumu.fig
% FIG = DIESEL_AFTERTREATMENT_SUMU launch diesel_aftertreatment_sumu GUI.
% DIESEL_AFTERTREATMENT_SUMU('callback_name', . . .) invoke the named
callback.
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.0 07-Dec-2005 21 :33:46
ifnargin= 0 % LAUNCH GUI
fig = openfig(mfilename,'reuse');
% Use system color scheme for figure:
set(fig,
'Color'
,get(0, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) ;
% Generate a structure ofhandles to pass to callbacks, and store it.
handles = guihandles(fig);
guidata(fig, handles);
ifnargout>0
varargout{l} = fig;
end
elseif ischar(varargin{l}) % INVOKE NAMED SUBFUNCTION OR CALLBACK
try
if (nargout)
[varargout{Lnargout}] = feval(varargin{:}); % FEVAL switchyard
else
feval(varargin{:}); % FEVAL switchyard
end
catch
disp(lasterr);
end
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end
%
function varargout = simulate_pushbutton_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
global r_a rb r_0 PI permittivityj) PMdensity dielectric_constmean_free_path
probelength Vg...
sharpness_factor roughnessfactor Lp e mobility viscosity medium_factor
enginedisplacement. . .
engine_rpm engine_efficiency engine_C NOincrement total_particle_mass
r_a=str2double(get(handles.r_aValue,'string')); % Get the value for the discharge electrode
radius ra
r_b=str2double(get(handles.r_bValue,'string')); % Get the value for the length of cylindrical
electrode rb
Lp =str2double(get(handles.LpValue/string')); % Get the value for the length of cylindrical
electrode Lp
probe_length_temp =str2double(get(handles.probe_lengthValue,'string')); % Get the value
for the length of the discharge electrode probe_length
probe_length=probe_length_temp(1 ) ;
T =str2double(get(handles.temperatureValue,'string')); % Get the value for the temperature of
the exhaust gas T
P =str2double(get(handles.pressureValue,'string')); % Get the value for the pressure of the
exhaust gas P
kV_applied_voltage=str2double(get(handles.applied_voltageValue,'string'));
engine_displacement=str2double(get(handles.engine_displacementValue,'string')) % read the
value of engine displacement
engine_rpm=str2double(get(handles.engine_rpmValue,'string')) % read the value of engine
rpm
total_particle_mass=str2double(get(handles.particlemassValue,'string')) % read the value of
engine particle mass concentration, unit mg/m3
%
applied_voltage =kV_applied_voltage*1000; % Get the value for the applied voltage of the
system
medium_factor = str2double(get(handles.medium_factorValue,'string')); ; % introduce
medium factor to modify the mixture gas. it equal to dielectric constant times inpurity factor
roughness_factor= str2double(get(handles.roughness_factorValue,'string')); % roughness
factor is used to modify the onset voltage
%
% estimate the engine exhaust flow rate if it is not available
exhaust_flowrate=engine_exhaust_flowrate(engine_displacement,engine_rpm,engine_efficie
ncy,T,engine_C); % calculate the exhaust flow rate
Vg=exhaust_flowrate;
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set(handles.engine_flowrate,'string',num2str(exhaust_flowrate,'%8.4f)); % display the power
value to the screen
display ('here is diesel_aftertreatment_sumu line 71');
%
r_0 = 2*r_a; % the radius of the corona glow region
%b = G* 1 10A-4 % the mobility of current carrier (based on C02 as main constitutent)
permittivityO = 8.85*10^-12; % the permittivity of free space
viscosity = 5*10A-5; % viscosity of the medium Ns/mA2
e=1.6*10A-19; % e is the basic charge for an electron
PM_density = 2267; % kg/mA3
mean_free_path=l*10A-7; % the mean free path of the gas
PI = 3.14159;
dielectric_const= 1 0 ;
NOJncrement = 40; % the number that the collection area will be divided into
%-
kinematic_viscosity = 10A(-9)*TA1.6947; % kinematic viscosity of air, estimated by curve
fitting, unit (mA2/s)
Re = 2*Vg/(PI*r_b*kinematic_viscosity) % Reynolds number (<2000, Laminar; 2300-
3,000, Transitional; >3,000, Turbulent for pipe flow )
set(handles.Reynolds_number,'string',num2str(Re,'%8.0f)); % display the power value to the
screen
%
[onset_voltage,start_elec_field,gas_density]=fun_onset_voltage(T,P); % start_elec_field unit
is (V/m)
kV_onset_voltage=onset_voltage/1000; % change the unit to kilo-Volt
set(handles.onset_voltageValue,'string',num2str(kV_onset_voltage,'%8.2f)); % display the
voltage value to the screen
kV_start_elec_field=start_elec_field71000; % change the unit to mili-Ampere
set(handles.start_elec_fieldValue,'string',num2str(kV_start_elec_field,'%l l.lf)); % display
the current value to the screen
%
%b 0 = 0.95*10A-4; % the mobility of current carrier (based on P40)
b 0 = 2.1*1 0A-4 ; % the mobility of current carrier (based on air)
mobility=b 0/gas density; % the mobility ofparticles compensate for the temperature and
pressure
%-
voltage_range=0:3000:applied_voltage; % give the range ofvoltage variation
current_range=draw_current_voltage(onset_voltage,start_elec_field,voltage_range)%give
the applied voltage range and calculate the current VS voltage relationship
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%[total_efficiency,E_average,Current_input,Power,time_constant]=electric_field(applied_volt
age,onset_voltage,start_elec_field);
residenttime = Lp/(Vg/(PI*r_bA2)); % the time that particle reside in the charging section
kV_E_average=E_average/1000; % change to the unit ofkilo-Volt
set(handles.average_elec_fieldValue,'string',num2str(kV_E_average,'%l l.lf)); % display
the average electric field value to the screen
mA_current=Current_input*1000 % change to the unit ofmini-Ampere
set(handles.currentValue,'string',num2str(mA_current,'%8.3f)); % display the current value
to the screen
set(handles.powerValue,'string',num2str(Power,'%8.2f)); % display the power value to the
screen
%
set(handles.efficiencyValue,'string',num2str(total_efficiency*100,'%5.2f)); % display the
removal efficiency value to the screen
%
function varargout = plot_figurePopup_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
global r_range kVVolrange mA_I_range diameter E_2 E...
Dp particle_mass_concentration particlenumconcentration particle_mass_dis_m3
mass_outlet NOincrement...
particle_number_inlet_dis_m3 particle_number_outlet_dis_m3 Wij efficiency_Dp
val = get(h, 'Value');
switch val
case 1 % User selected None, so no figure will be ploted
case 2 % User selected Corona distribution E
figure(l);
plot(r_range,E_2);
grid on
xlabel('Radius (m)')
ylabel('Electric field strength E (V/m)')
title('Corona electric field E distribution','FontSize',12)
legend(['Applied Voltage
',get(handles.applied_voltageValue,'string'),' kV'])
case 3 % User selected Current & voltage characteristics
figure(2);
plot(kV_Vol_range,mA_I_range,'r')
grid on;
xlabel('Voltage (kV)')
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ylabel('Current (mA)')
title('Current-voltage characteristics','FontSize', 12)
case 4 % User selected Experimental PM distribution
figure(3);
semilogx(Dp,particle_mass_concentration,'-','Color',[ 1 ,0,0]);
hold on;
semilogx(Dp,particle_num_concentration,'-.','Color',[0,0,l]);
legend ('Mass weighting', 'Numberweighting');
xlabel('Diameter (\mum)');
ylabelCNormalized Concentration');
title('Typical diesel particle size distribution','FontSize',12)
grid on;
case 5
figure(4);
loglog(Dp,particle_mass_concentration,'-','Color',[l,0,0]);
hold on;
loglog(Dp,particle_num_concentration,'-.','Color',[0,0,l]);
axis([0.001,10,0.00001,1]);
legend ('Mass weighting', 'Number weighting');
xlabel('Diameter (\mum)');
ylabel('Normalized Concentration');
title('Typical diesel particle size distribution - log scale','FontSize',12)
grid on;
case 6
figure(5);
particle_mass_dis_m3_baseANDout(l,:)=particle_mass_dis_m3;
particle_mass_dis_m3_baseANDout(2,:)=mass_outlet(NO_increment,:);
bar(particle_mass_dis_m3_baseANDout',1.5,'group');
hold on;
legend('Particle inlet distribution','Particle outlet distribution');
xlabel('Particle sample');
ylabel('Particle mass (mg/mA3)');
set(gca,'XLim',[0 33])
title('diesel particle size distribution','FontSize',12)
grid on;
case 7
figure(6)
particle_number_dis_m3_baseANDout( 1 , :)=particle_number_inlet_dis_m3 ;
particle_number_dis_m3_baseANDout(2,:)=particle_number_outlet_dis_m3;
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%bar(particle_number_dis_m3_baseANDout', 1 .5,'group');
loglog(Dp,particle_number_inlet_dis_m3,'-','Color',[l,0,0])
hold on;
loglog(Dp,particle_number_outlet_dis_m3,'-.','Color',[0,0, 1 ])
legend('Particle inlet distribution','Particle outlet distribution');
xlabel('Diameter (\mum)');
ylabel('Particle number (particles/mA3)');
%set(gca,'XLim',[0 33])
title('diesel particle size distribution','FontSize',12)
grid on;
case 8
figure(7)
semilogx(Dp,Wij ,V)
xlabel('Diameter (\mum)')
ylabel('Migration velocity (m/s)')
title('Particle migration velocity vs particle size','FontSize',12)
grid on;
case 9
figure(8)
semilogx(Dp,efficiency_Dp,'r')
grid on;
xlabel('Diameter (\mum)')
ylabel('Particle removal efficiency')
title('Particle removal efficiency vs particle size')
end
%
function varargout = close_pushbutton_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) % for the
close push botton
delete(handles. figure1) % close the program
close all % close all the figures
%
function varargout = engine_displacementValue_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
%
function varargout = engine_rpmValue_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
%
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function varargout = engine_flowrate_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
%
function varargout = engine_efficiency_popup_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
global engine_efficiency
engine_efficiency_selection = get(h,'Value');
switch engine_efficiency_selection % popup for engine efficiency selection
case 1
display('please select engine efficiency value');
case 2
engine_efficiency=0.85
case 3
engine_efficiency=l .2
case 4
engine_efficiency=l .4
end
%
function varargout = Cjpopup_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
global engine_C
engineCselection = get(h,'Value')
switch engineCselection % popup for engine C value selection
case 1
display('please select engine C value');
case 2
engine_C=l % for two-cycle engine
case 3
engine_C=2 % for four-cycle engine
end
%
%
function varargout = particlemassValue_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
%
function varargout = Reynolds_number_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
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%
function varargout = PM_inlet_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
%
function varargout = PM_outlet_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
draw_current_voltage.m
function I=draw_current_voltage(Vc,Ec,v_range)
% function draw_current_voltage is used to draw the current-voltage characteristic figure
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
global mobility probe_length sharpness_factor Lp kV_Vol_range mA_Ijrange
b=mobility;
n==l;
tail=length(v_range);
for n=l :tail
V=v_range(n);
[E_average(n),I(n),Power(n),time_const]=electric_field(V,Vc,Ec);
end
kV_Vol_range=v_range/1000;
mA_I_range=I*1000;
electric_field.m
function [total efficiency,E_average,I_total,Power,time_const]=electric_field(V,Vc,Ec)
% function electricfield is used to calculate the electric field when knowing current flow
% I is the actually current measured through the meter
% L is the actually length of the probe
% k is the sharpness factor, which modify the current density of the charging section
% i is one form of current density, its unit is Ampere per meter
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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global probelength r_a rb r_0 PI permittivityO sharpness_factormobility Lp r_range E_2
Vg...
Dp baseline_number PMl_number PM2_number PM3_number medium_factor
L_p = probe_length;
%k = sharpness_factor;
b = mobility;
r_range = r_a:0.0005:r_b; % mesh the gap from the discharge wire to the cylindrical
electrode
ifV<Vc
1 = 0; % if the applied voltage is lower than the onset voltage, there is no corona taking
place
j = 0; % the current density also equal to zero
E_2 = V./(r_range*log(r_b/r_0));
else
i = voltage_current(Vc,Ec,V)% the applied current per unit length
j = i/(2*PI*r_b); % the current density, amp/m2
I = i*L_p; % applied current
%make sure the electric field value is valid
temp = i/(2*PI*permittivity_0*b)
Ec_square = Ec*Ec
if (Ec_square<temp) % EcA2 must larger than temp
error('electric field is invalid');
end
E_2 =
sqrt((r_0.*Ec./r_range).*(r_0.*Ec./r_range)+i/(2*PI*permittivity_0*b*medium_factor)*(l-
(r_0./r_range).*(r_0./r_range)));
%D = r_b*j/(permittivity_0*mobility);
%E_2 = sqrt(D+r_a./r_range*(Ec*Ec-D));
end
%-
E_average=V/(r_b-r_a) ;
ifj=0
time_const= 10A4;
else
time_const = 4*permittivity_0/G/E_average); % time constant
end
%E_average=(E_2( 1 )+E_2(length(E_2)))/2
%pause
%
total_efficiency=0
total_charge_current=0
% calculate the particle removal
ifV<Vc
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total_efficiency=0 ;
total_charge_current=0 ;
else
[total_efficiency,total_charge_current]=particle_removal(V,E_average,Vc,Ec)
end
%
radius_data = 0.5*Dp*10A(-6) % the radius of the PM, unit ofm
size_range = length(radius_data)
form=l :size_range
ap=radius_data(m) ;
[saturation_charge(m),charge_number(m)]=charge_saturated(ap,E_average);
end
%
I_total=I+total_charge_current % the total current dawn (Ampere)
Power = V*I_total; % the power of the system
%
fun_onset_voltage.m
function [Vc,Ec,GasDensity]=fun_onset_voltage(Temperature,Pressure)
% function onset_voltage calculate the onset voltage and starting electric field strength
% ra is the radius of corona electrode
% rb is the radius of
% m is the roughness factor for the probe
% A and B are empirical constants for calcuate electrical field semi-empirically
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
global ra rb roughness_factor
m = roughness_factor;
A = 3.22*10A6;
B = 8.46*10A4;
GasDensity=private_gas_density(Temperature,Pressure);
Eel = A*GasDensity+B*sqrt(GasDensity/r_a); % starting electric field strength
Ec = 3* 10A6*m*(GasDensity+0.03*sqrt(GasDensity/r_a)); % Ec is the onset electric field
strength
Vc = Ec*r_a*log(r_b/r_a); % onset voltage
%
function gas_density=private_gas_density(T,P)
% function gas density is used to calculate the relative gas density
% T present the temperature in K
% P present the pressure in atm
% TO present standard temperature
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TO = 293;
PO=l;
gas_density = (TO/T)*(P/PO); % relative gas density
particle_removal.m
function
[efficiency_total,total_charge_current]=particle_removal(V_applied,E_aver,V_onset,Ec)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% this function determine the particle mass and number that can be removed
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%o/o%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/0%%%%%%%%%
%
global r_b PM_density Dp PImean_free_path probe_length sharpness_factor Lp e mobility
viscosity...
diameter PMnumber Vg NO_increment particle_mass_concentration
particle_num_concentration Wij...
particle_mass_dis_m3 mass_outlet Vg total_particle_mass particle_number_inlet_dis_m3
particle_number_outlet_dis_m3 . . .
efficiencyDp
%total_particle_mass=7.63 % particle baseline, unit mg/mA3
[particle_mass_concentration,particle_num_concentration]=particle_typical_concentration
particle_mass_dis_m3=particle_mass_concentration*total_particle_mass; %
particle_mass_dis_m3 is the particle mass distribution in unit ofmg/mA3
particle_mass_dis_s=particle_mass_dis_m3*Vg; % particle_mass_dis_s is the particle mass
distribution in unit mg/s, Vg is the exhaust flowrate
radius_particle = 0.5*Dp*10A(-6); % the radius of the PM, unit micron
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mass_particle = 4/3*PI*radius_particle.A3*PM_density*10A6; % the mass of each particle
(mg)
num_range = length(Dp);
% mass_sizebins_inlet=mass_particle.*PM_number; % the unit for PMjaumber is
Particles/m3
length=probe_length/NO_increment; % the length ofprecipitation for each segment
Aj=2*PI*r_b*length; % the area ofprecipitation for each calculation step
%
% an empirical parameter with typical value for k lies within 0.4-0.6
K=0.55
for i=l :num_range
ap=radius_particle(i);
[saturation_charge(i),charge_num(i)]=charge_saturated(ap,E_aver);% the charge that
particle can maximum acquire, Eaver is the average electric field at charging section
Cu(i)=l+1.246*mean_free_path/ap+0.42*mean_freejpath/ap*exp(-
0.87*ap/mean_free_path); % Cu is the Cunningham Correction Factor
Wij(i)=saturation_charge(i)*E_aver/(6*PI*ap*viscosity)*Cu(i);% Wth is the terminal
migration velocity
efficiency(i)=l-exp(-(Wij(i)*Aj/Vg)AK); % use Deutch equation to determine the
particle collection efficiency
mass_inlet(i)=particle_mass_dis_m3(i); % inlet particle mass distribution
end
for j=l :NO_increment
for i=l :num_range
mass_outlet(j,i)=mass_inlet(i)*(l-efficiency(i)); % outlet particle mass distribution for
each segment
mass_inlet(i)=mass_outlet(j,i); % the particle of this outlet will be the inlet for the next
segment.
end
end
mass_inlet_total=sum(particle_mass_dis_m3); % inlet mass distribution in terms ofparticle
size range,unit mg
mass_outlet_total=sum(mass_outlet(NO_increment,:)); % outlet mass distribution in
terms ofparticle size, unit mg
efficiency_Dp=l-mass_outlet(NO_increment,:)./particle_mass_dis_m3 % particle removal
efficiency in terms ofparticle size
efficiency_total=l -mass_outlet_total/mass_inlet_total; % particle total mass removal
efficiency
particle_number_inlet_dis_m3=particle_mass_dis_m3./mass_particle; % inlet particle
number distribution in terms ofparticle size , unit particles/m3
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particle_number_outlet_dis_m3=particle_number_inlet_dis_m3.*(l-efficiency_Dp);
particle_number_inlet_dis_s=particle_number_inlet_dis_m3*Vg; % inlet particle number
distribution in terms ofparticle size , unit particles/s
total_charge_current=sum(saturation_charge.*(particle_number_inlet_dis_s.*efficiency_Dp)
); % unit Amps
%
total_inlet=mass_inlet_total*Vg % PM mass entered the NTP system, unit mg/s
total_outlet=mass_outlet_total*Vg % PM mass left the NTP system, unit mg/s
%
i=voltage_current(V_onset,Ec,V_applied); % calculate the current per meter with applied
voltage known
I=i*probe_length; % I is the current to the discharge electrode
j=I/(2*PI*r_b*probe_length);% j is the current density
N_0=Average_ion_density(j,E_aver); % N_0 is the average ion density
%
%figure;
%plot(diameter,Cu,'-x');
%xlabel('Particle Diameter (\mum)');
%ylabel('Cunningham Correction Cu');
%grid on;
%
%
function N0=Average_ion_density(j ,E_0)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% calculate the average ion density
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o0/o%%0/o%%%%%0/o%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o0/o%%%%%%%%%%%%%
global e mobility
e
mobility
E_0
denominator=e*mobility*E_0
if denominator==0
N0=0;
else
N0=j/denominator;
end
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function plot_PM_deduction(x_data,baseline_data,new_PM_data)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% plot the simulated PM deduction
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure;
semilogy(x_data,baseline_data,'-x',x_data,new_PM_data,'-x');
legend('Base line','PM remained');
xlabel('Particle Diameter (\mum)');
ylabel('Particle Number per Liter (Particles/Liter)');
grid on;
voltage_current.m
function i_0=voltage_current(Vc,Ec,voltage,NO_increment)
% function voltagecurrent. The input is the voltage applied to the corona system
% and the output is the corona current per meter
%
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0//o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o
global r_a rb r_0 PI permittivityO mobility
b = mobility;
ifvoltage<Vc % if the applied voltage is less than the onset voltage, corona cannot take place
and there is no current flow
i_0=0;
return
else
i_a=0;
i_b=4; % the unit is Ampere
i_0=(i_b-i_a)/2+i_a;
small_value=l; % small value is to measure wheather the iteration is convergent
v_diff=small_value+ 1 0;
k=0;
while v_dif>small_value % if the voltage difference is small enough,
v=current_voltage(Vc,Ec,b,i_0); % call the function currentvoltage
k=k+l; % account the interation times
ifv>voltage
i_b=i_0;
else
i_a=i_0;
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end
i_0=(i_b-i_a)/2+i_a; % pick up the middle point between i_a and i_b
d=voltage-v;
ifd<0
v_diff=-l*d;
else
v_diff=d;
end
ifk>10A4
error('cannot find the right applied voltage');
break % jump out from the loop if the interation cannot be completed
end
end
end
function V=current_voltage(Vc,Ec,b,i)
% function currentvoltage is convert the current flow to the voltage that applied to the
corona system
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o%%%%%0/o%0/o%%%%%%0/o%%%%0/o%%%0/o%
global ra rb r_0 PI permittivity_0 mediumfactor
% midium factor, a dimensionless parameter. It equal to k*Mu. k is to modify the
permittivityO andMu is to modify impurity of the medium
Cl=sqrt(l+(r_b/(Ec*r_a))A2*i/(2*PI*permittivity_0*medium_factor*b));
V = Vc-Vc/log(r_b/r_a)*(l-Cl+log((l+Cl)/2)); %knowing the current, calculate the applied
voltage
charge_saturated.m
function [Q,n]=charge_saturated(ap,E_0)
% function charge_saturated is used to calculate the saturation charge in specific partice
% ap is the radius of the particle
% k is the relative dielectric constant
% E_0 is the average electric field strength
% e is the electric charge for a electron
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%
global PI permittivity_0 dielectric_const mean_free_path e
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k=dielectric_const;
C= 1+mean_free_path/ap ;
Q=(CA2+(2/C)*(k-l)/(k+2))*PI*permittivity_0*4*ap*ap*E_0;
n=Q/e;
particle_typical_concentration.m
function
[particle_mass_concentration,particle_num_concentration]=particle_typical_concentration()
0/.0/ 0/0/ 0/0/ 0/0/ 0/0/ 0/0/ 0/0/ 0/0/ 0/0/ 0/0/ 0/0/ 0/0/ 0/ 0/0/ 0/0/ 0/0/ 0/0/0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0//o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o
0/0/ 0/0/0/0/ 0/0/0/ 0/0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0//o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o
% this function calculate the particle size mass concentration
% Q_p_mass, unit mg/mA3
% particle_density, unit kg/mA3
% fiowrate_exhaust, unit mA3/s
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
global PI Dp
Dp=[0.006
0.007
0.008
0.009
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
2
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10]'; % diameter of the particle, unit is micron (le-6 meter)
particle_mass_concentration=[0.00001
0.000035
0.0001
0.001
0.002
0.016
0.008
0.003
0.004
0.007
0.012
0.016
0.024
0.03
0.076
0.066
0.046
0.028
0.018
0.01
0.006
0.005
0.004
0.004
0.008
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.008
0.008
0.007
0.006]'; % mass concentration is defined as dC/Ctotal. Ctotal is the total mass
particle_volume=4/3*PI*((Dp*10A-6)/2) A3; % particle volume for each Dp
particle_num=particle_mass_concentration./particle_volume; % particle number in each size
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particle_num_concentration=particle_num/sum(particle_num); % particle distribution in
terms ofparticle number
engine_exhaust_flowrate.m
function
flowrate=engine_exhaust_flowrate(bore,stroke,exhaust_temp,rpm,cylinder_number,cycle_nu
mber)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%
% This function is used to calculate the engine exhaust flow rate
% Bore is the diameter of the piston
% Stroke is the distance ofpiston movement
% the rpm should be in full engine load situation
% the input parameter are all in metric unit
% exhaust_temp is Kelvine
% cycle_number is 2 or 4
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%
global PI
Bore_inch=bore/0.0254; % change the unit to (inch)
Stroke_inch=stroke/0.0254; % change the unit to (inch)
Displacement=PI*Bore_inchA2*Stroke_inch/4*cylinder_number; % this is the total
displacement , unit (inchA3)
ifcycle_number=2
C=1.0;
elseif cycle_number==4
C=2.0;
else
error (The Cycle Number has not been defined')
end
Temperature_F=exhaust_temp* 1 .8-459.67;
E=0.85; % efficiency for naturally aspirated engines
flowrate_cfin=Displacement*rpm*E*(Temperature_F+460)/(C*941760) %flow rate in the
unit of cubic feet per minuate
flowrate=flowrate_cfm*0.3048A3/60; % flowrate in metric unit (cubic meter per second)
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